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Resumo Este documento e trabalho desenvolvido, assentam na percec¸a˜o que o
Mundo esta´ em constante mudanc¸a. A Internet, hoje em dia, desempenha
um papel enorme na vida quotidiana e e´ a forma mais ra´pida de ve´ıcular
informac¸a˜o que a Humanidade ja´ presenciou. Regio˜es do Mundo como a Eu-
ropa e Ame´rica, teˆm grande facilidade em efetuar transic¸o˜es de informac¸a˜o
entre os seus cidada˜os e governos, atrave´s da Internet, (servic¸os de E-
Goverment). Pore´m, esta realidade na˜o e´ reflectida em todas os continentes
e A´frica e´ um dos que ainda apresenta muitas insuficieˆncias. Para colmatar
algumas necessidades, no que respeita a comunicac¸a˜o por servic¸os de E-
Government, as Nac¸o˜es Unidas criaram o projecto “African I-Parliaments”,
que desenvolveu o Sistema Parlamentar Bungeni. Este sistema parlamentar,
tem como finalidade automatizar o processo legislativo dos Pa´ıses Africanos.
Analisando o sistema Bungeni e desenvolvendo ferramentas, o trabalho des-
crito neste documento, tenta criar condic¸o˜es para a implementac¸a˜o deste
sistema nas Assembleias Nacionais dos PALOP (Pa´ıses Africanos de L´ıngua
Oficial Portuguesa), facilitando assim o acesso a` legislac¸a˜o e seu processo
de criac¸a˜o atrave´s da Internet, ajudando na criac¸a˜o de transpareˆncia entre
governos e cidada˜os.

Abstract This document and the developed work lie on the perception that the World
is always changing. Internet has taken a major role in one’s daily routine
and is the vehicle to spread the most quantity of information, that mankind
as ever witnessed. Regions of the World such as Europe and the Americas,
have great ease in exchanging information between the citizens and their
governments, but this reality does not reflect in every continent, and Africa
is one that still presents insufficiencies regarding this matter. To fulfil some
of the needs of African countries, in which regards E-Government services
communication, the United Nations developed the African I-Parliaments
Project, which developed the Bungeni Parliamentary System. This system
aims to help automatize the legislative process of African Parliaments. By
analysing the system and developing tools, the work described in this do-
cument tries to get the Bungeni Parliamentary System to be implemented
in the Lusophone Africa, therefore allowing ease of legislation access and
creation, through the Internet, helping in the building of government to
citizens transparency.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
This document and consequent developed work lies on the perception that the World is
always changing. Internet as taken a major role in one’s daily routine and is the vehicle
to spread the most quantity of information, at any given moment, that mankind has ever
witnessed.
Internet changes, but people change with it. Different trends appear everyday, always
trying to appeal to the next consumer. Governments need to appeal and relate with the
citizens as stores to consumers. Therefore, Internet is the perfect ground to achieve quick
interaction between government and citizens.
Regions of the World such as Europe and the Americas, have great ease in exchanging
information between the citizens and their governments, but this reality does reflect in every
continent. Some countries, due to aspects such as war, poverty or any other aspect that
conditionate a person’s lifestyle, don’t have that ease of communication.
To fulfil some of the needs of African countries, in which regards E-Government, the
United Nations developed the African I-Parliaments Project. This project, has developed
a parliamentary system, Bungeni (literally “inside the Parliament” in Kiswahili language).
Bungeni Parliamentary System, aims to help automatize the legislative process of African
Parliaments.
The countries belonging to Lusophone-Africa, or countries that have Portuguese as of-
ficial language, became stakeholders on the implementation of the system, which can suit
Parliamentary and Congressional types of legislation.
Due to the customizations allowed by the system, the legislative reality of each of these
countries need to be created inside Bungeni. This fact can lead to hours spent, around
configuration files, which can create entropy to the general use of the system. By analysing
the system and developing tools, the work described on this document tries to get the Bungeni
Parliamentary System to be implemented in the stakeholder countries, and therefore allow
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ease of legislation access and creation, through the Internet, accounting for government citizen
transparency.
1.2 Motivation
Motivation comes from trying to reach out and preferably ensure that every citizen can
have access to its Government, without reservations. It is believed that this document can
help to justify the use of the Bungeni Parliamentary System in National Assemblies, but also
use the centralized Portal as one engine to accelerate Citizen to Government interaction.
The centralized portal can provide access to the legislative information in real time, there-
fore allowing the citizens a vision of transparency into the Parliamentary Activities. This
vision is important to the citizens, but Parliamentary members and staff need to have an-
other view and access of information. A deep analysis of the Bungeni System ensures that
the system fulfils the needs of these two types of users.
Most of the Parliamentary activities, executed by Parliament members or staff, are re-
flected to the outside World in the form of digital information. Often Parliamentary activities,
represent slots in time, in which documents transit between states. Parliaments use the con-
cept of workflow, as a set of tasks or states that a document must undergo until its completion.
On the system, workflows are defined in a much time consuming form. Providing tools to
the system that help productivity increase, in the creation of workflows, can be ultimately
reflected on the interaction between all citizens and their Government.
1.3 Context
The National Assemblies need to empower the general use and modernization of modern
Information and Communication Systems to, in a radical manner, make the quality of ser-
vices evolve, as well as providing access to Parliamentary activities and documents to allow
transparency, bringing the strengthening of African Democracies. It is in this context that
the Bungeni project emerged, based on an open source concept, with the goal to improve the
managing of information in the African National Assemblies to provide the citizens one easy
access to Parliamentary Activities.
1.4 Objectives
The Bungeni project developed until now a set of tools that can be used in Parliamentary
Environments, nevertheless, its fully usage has a need of several adaptations to face the needs
and realities of each country. These adaptations are namely the creation and adaptation of
parliamentary figures as well as all the workflows that allow the managing of documents by
the Parliament.
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This work has as first objective to contribute to the adaptation and creation of means
to help in the Bungeni system, having a special attention regarding the National Assemblies
of the African countries that have Portuguese as official language. These adaptations, can
be provided by just translating the systems language, or adapting real legislative content
behaviours, that reflect a countries reality, such as modeling a workflow.
The second objective lies in the creation of tools to help the above mentioned process, and
allow a more efficient deployment on countries with differentiated Parliamentary scenarios.
The tools developed, have as objective to increase the productivity of workflows, using a web-
based workflow creator. This workflow creator aims to substitute the actual way of creating
this type of content, by providing a user friendly point and click interface.
1.5 Document Structure
This document is divided into 5 chapters. In the beginning of each chapter there is a
general introduction to the theme approached, trying to supply a general overview of what
can be read in the next pages, or providing background information needed to understand
the chapter itself.
The first chapter is this one and gives a general approach of what the work is and what
is the structure information in this thesis.
The second chapter is dedicated to e-Government, providing a brief introduction to the
theme and partial history. In this chapter open source solutions of e-Government platforms
are presented, as well as the e-Government situation around the globe, stating some of the
milestones achieved since 2001.
The third chapter is dedicated to the Bungeni Parliamentary System, as an alternative
to the National Assemblies of the African Countries with Portuguese as Offical Language.
Information is provided, from general features to architectural details without ignoring the
workflow system and its nuances.
The fourth chapter is dedicated to a tool developed for the Bungeni Parliamentary System.
This tool is presented giving a real World scenario, giving it purpose. Detailed information
is provided too, about its architecture and features.
The fifth chapter closes the document, with analysis of the developed work and gathered
information, providing closure and a sense of purpose.
3
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter a general overview of E-Government since its “debut” and establishment
is presented. This part presents some background in order to fulfil one’s need to understand
the origin and progress of the work developed along the document.
2.2 Introduction on E-Government
“Given that citizens throughout the world have come to expect twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week availability in their commercial interactions, it is only natural that they
would expect the same from their government.” [1] In a simple sentence Evans defined the way
a government should behave when it comes to Internet interaction with the citizens in 2006.
Although 2006 is a long run from now (in therms of advancement in technology), this year
marks history as the first year since Facebook, currently the biggest social network, became
worldwide accessible. In 2006, Facebook was firstly used as a campaign tool in the midterm
elections for the United States of America, stating forever that government initiative and the
Internet could benefit from this kind of relationship. This stunt demonstrated that Internet
could vehicle Government ideals and information, much faster than any other [2].
The contribution of “Social Media” alongside great technology improvements and low
cost Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) opposed to slower and expensive Dial-Up
Connection, changed the web itself. In the nineties Internet was a niche place that average
users were only starting to discover [3]. In a simple form, its contents were static pages that
held some information that constant update by programmers. From the year 2000 forward
Internet content started to change and a lot of more information started to be easily found
thanks to the mass popularization of search engines, such as Google.
In 2001 a paper was introduced describing the prevision of the impact that E-Government
would have across the world. Citing the research that was done, “Described simply, E-
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Figure 2.1: E-Government in the Economy[4]
Government is the application of the tools and techniques of e-Commerce to the work of
government. These tools and techniques are intended to serve both the government and its
citizens”. Figure 2.1 shows the idea that the governmental organization can use the concepts
of E-Government to extend its reach into the greater e-Economy. Eventually, E-Government
will become “simply the way things are done” and will no longer be treated as a brand new
concept, as happened with spreadsheets and fax machines [4].
The paper has also a few reasons why the E-Government should behave like e-Economy,
and despite being written some years ago the given reasons are actual. One of the prominent
reasons is the increasing of Internet users (as stated before), the total number of Internet users
reached approximately 100 million by the end of 1998 and are projected to grow, Table 2.1.
Year 2005 2010 2013
World Population (thousands of million) 6.5 6.9 7.1
Not Using the Internet 84% 70% 61%
Using the Internet 16% 30% 39%
Users in the developing World 8% 21% 31%
Users in the developed World 51% 67% 77%
Table 2.1: World Population Internet Users [5]
Web buyers, according to the source, were expected to represent 40 percent of all users
in 2002. According to new data 85 per cent of the Internet users have made at least a buy
On-line, thus justifying the increase expected on the study [6]. Following the theory provided
on the paper, if e-Commerce thrives, so should E-Government.
How should a government present itself on a global web? The idea emerging from Howard’s
report was that the information should be provided in the form of Web Portal, but then again,
the paper was written in an era where Portals were the great information providers on the
Internet. Every Web Site or company that wanted to give information about their services a
decade ago needed to have their own Portals. Portals were so popular back then that even
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Figure 2.2: Services: Portals versus Web Sites[4]
some search engines evolved to them and eventually became too complex for normal users.
The services provided in one simple web site are different from the experience provided on an
enterprise Portal, just like suggested on Figure 2.2.
Despite the ageing of the document, the general idea did not fall too far in time and that
Portals are still used in E-Government today. The main focus is that the access to the services
provided by the government on its web extension should be all centred in one central site,
instead of multiple sites, to maintain ease on access of information to the users that seek it.
According to the document, in 2001 Canada, Singapore and the United States were the
countries with the most mature and innovative E-Government systems On-line (Figure 2.3).
It is important to note that even though all the governments were making progress, at the
time, even the most highly rated were showing less than 50 percent “maturity” ratings [4].
The last statement, provides the idea that despite a general positive progress line on all the
systems surveyed, even the most mature ones were far away from a satisfiable response in
order to represent the real Government on the Internet.
To conclude, although some technological setbacks, E-Government was quickly becoming
a reality. It was expected that Citizens and businesses adopted it quickly enough so that
it would eventually become simply one of the ways “things get done” rather than a novel
concept, at the time. This would be achieved by using the previously referred Portals, to
attract and help Citizens make governmental tasks with the services provided on such sites.
In order for this situation to become a reality, two things needed to happen: the Portals
should not be only listings of the services of one’s government but a short cut to help the
citizens achieve goals; the services of one’s government should be all concentrated in a central
site instead of agencies or services niches, separating the parts from the whole.
In the beginning of the century this was what was expected of E-Government systems.
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Figure 2.3: Global E-Government Leaders in 2004[4]
2.3 Types of E-Government
Though E-Government is a broad concept, related to everything that a government of
one’s country makes available online, it can be broke up in four major categories or models
depending on the actors involved on the interaction:
• Government-to-Citizen;
• Government-to-Business;
• Government-to-Government;
• Government-to-Employees.
Government-to-Citizen
The government provides a wide variety of services to fulfil the needs of a citizen.
Services like transparency to the parliament or renew a driver’s license for example,
ease the burden of a citizen. Not only does the citizen lose the need to have to be in
loco, to perform these operations, but it also eases the bureaucratic burden.
Government-to-Business
Online non-commercial interaction between local and central government and the com-
mercial business sector. It is useful to provide and gather information from businesses,
such as taxes payment and financial benefits.
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Government-to-Government
Intra governmental interaction, between government agencies or organisations. Can
be seen as the cooperation from local governments or Municipalities to the central
Government, or in some cases between Parliaments and Federal Government. Can be
used to integrate different E-Government systems as one whole system, that on the
outside World constitute a Government to Citizen or Government to Business service.
Government-to-Employees
E-Government tools supplied Online by the government for the governmental employees
to be productive. The interaction is done directly between communication tools and
government units. Services such as E-law (discussed further ahead) are a good example
of this category of E-Government.
The number of basic E-Government services that should be implemented and are readiness
measured since a decade ago is twenty [7]. They are as follow:
• income taxes;
• job searching services;
• social security benefits;
• personal documents;
• car registration;
• application for building permission;
• declaration to police;
• public libraries;
• certificates;
• enrolment in higher education;
• announcement of moving;
• health related services;
• social contributions for employees;
• corporate tax;
• VAT (value added tax);
• registration of a new company;
• submission of data to statistical offices;
• customs declaration;
• environment related permits;
• public procurement.
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2.3.1 E-Government versus E-Governance
E-Government
“E-Government refers to the use by government agencies of information technologies
(such as Wide Area Networks, the Internet, and mobile computing) that have the ability
to transform relations with citizens, businesses, and other arms of government. These
technologies can serve a variety of different ends: better delivery of government services
to citizens, improved interactions with business and industry, citizen empowerment
through access to information, or more efficient government management. The resulting
benefits can be less corruption, increased transparency, greater convenience, revenue
growth, and/or cost reductions.” [8]
E-Governance
“Conceptually, governance can be defined as the rule of the rulers, typically within
a given set of rules. One might conclude that governance is the process - by which
authority is conferred on rulers, by which they make the rules, and by which those rules
are enforced and modified.” [9]
E-Governance can be defined as the use of ICTs as a tool to achieve better governance.
This happens by introducing the citizens into e-government platforms, and make avail-
able mechanisms to integrate the citizens or businesses in governance participation. A
good example is the submission of a public petition that can result in a law, by which
any citizen (including the government, or the rulers) must abide.
E-Governance Applied in Law Making
A good example for implementation of E-Governance is the one given by the Spanish
Legislature that started in 2008 [10].
A new law for science and Technology was developed taking into account public opinion
using a web blog system. After the draft done by the committees entitled to this task, the
texts were made public in a web site (composed only by open source technologies), that served
as a central point for people to interact with the making of this law. A RSS feed was made
available for interested users to follow the changes and debates. More than 600 contributions
were received and at least 20% were taken into account for the final documents.
After this, workshops and round tables were created to further discussion and were dis-
seminated Online. The average audience was composed by 500 physical attendees and more
than 1500 users were online at some moment.
In the next phase, article creation, the texts were made available online once again, and a
commenting system was used to address the right to exert opinion, about some part of a law.
Finally the law was approved and made available online, making this a perfect example
of citizen cooperation on an E-Governance environment.
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2.4 Methods to avaliate E-Government Platforms
In 2007, European Commission Directorate General for Information Society and Media,
released a benchmarking survey that analysed the supply of online public services dictating
rules and methods to measure accurately the availability of such services [7].
“The E-Government policy environment has evolved from “bringing public services online”
to a concept of effective and user centric service delivery in an inclusive and competitive
European society” [7].
Five priorities needed to be addressed so that these types of services were recognized and
demonstrated the capability to deliver the i2010! E-Government Action Plan in a correct
way. The priorities were:
1. No citizen left behind;
2. Making efficiency and effectiveness a reality;
3. Implementing high-impact key services for citizens and businesses;
4. Putting key enablers in place;
5. Strengthening participation and democratic decision-making.
The first priority regards the advancing inclusion through E-Government so that all cit-
izens benefit from trusted, innovative services and easy access for all, leaving no one unin-
formed.
The second priority concerns the efficiency and effectiveness of a system, contributing to
high user satisfaction, transparency and accountability. If a system is not effective on what
it is supposed to accomplish, it has no reason to exist.
The third priority regards the implementation of services that are really needed by the
citizens. If a system can supply 100% online availability but does not support operations
needed by the citizens, the citizens simply will not reach out and start using it.
The fourth priority concerns the use of a secure system to protect and authenticate the
citizens that demand operations of an E-Government system. On a system of this type there
are collections of sensitive data being exchanged, so the public service (E-Government system)
should be authenticated and provide confidentiality.
Lastly the system should provide a way for citizens to interact with the government
directly. The participation can be done for example in a public debate or forum or also in a
democratic decision-making, by voting proposals or submitting petitions.
The two core measurements of sophistication and fully-online availability of online services
are the major metrics to measure a system’s readiness.
This measurement is based upon a method that take into account new technological
possibilities and insights.
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2.2  Results for the core indicators 
 
2.2.1 Sophistication 
 
Europe has achieved an average overall sophistication maturity level that is between “two-
way interaction” and “fully transactional”, or more precisely 76%. 
The progression in sophistication of services is important compared to 2006, where it 
reached a level of two way interaction (electronic forms).  
It is even more significant since new Member States have joined the EU and Turkey has 
also been taken into account in the scoring. 
 
Figure 2: EU achievement on five-stage sophistication model 
 
The overall 76% score achieved on sophistication maturity is the average of all the surveyed 
countries. The country ranking on this indicator is as follows:  
Figure 2.4: Sophisticati Framework Levels [7]
2.4.1 M thod to Create The Core Indic tors
The scoring framework
In order to measure the indicator “availability of public services online”, an e-service
sophistication model was developed. This model illustrates the different degrees of sophisti-
cation of online public services going from basic information provision over one-way and two
way interaction to full electronic case handling [7].
This indicator is based on the separating of the systems into two states:
• “no full online availability” : contains stages 0 to 3 of the sophistication framework.
• “full online availability” : status granted to all services that reach a stage strictly above
the 3rd stage of the sophistication framework.
The sophistication framework levels can be observed on Figure 2.4.
This method has been applied consistently to assess the progress of e-Europe, regarding
E-Government services.
Before 2007, the idea of pro-active service delivery, i.e. the government pro-actively per-
forming actions to enhance the service delivery quality and the user friendliness was not
measured.
The idea of automatic service delivery, i.e. the government automatically providing spe-
cific services, was one to be yet measured as well. Both the pro-active service delivery and
automatic service delivery, constitute the personalization level, of the sophistication frame-
work.
Europe achieved on 2007 an average overall sophistication maturity level that was between
“two- way interaction” and “fully transactional” (Figure 2.4), or more precisely 76 per cent.
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Figure 6: Comparison of sophistication and full online availability 
 
2.2.3 Public service clusters 
 
Clustering services by target groups such as citizens or businesses is one view; however it 
is also interesting to look at clustering by activity.  
The defined clusters classify services as: 
• Income generating: taxes, social contributions, VAT, customs 
• Registration: car, company, birth & marriage, moving, statistical data  
• Returns: health, libraries, procurement, policing, job search, benefits 
• Permits and licences: building, passport, education, environment 
 
Figure 2.5: E-Government Services Readiness (Sophistication and Online Availability)[7]
By comparison to the year before there is a progression on sophistication, by almost a level,
because the average had just reached a level of two way interaction (electronic forms) [7].
The status of sophistication and online availability in 2007 show that Austria had the
biggest scoring. This can be seen on Figure 2.5.
Still, recent surveys use methods that are similar to this, taking in to account that tech-
nology is evolving. United Nations surveys on E-Government for example use these methods
as basis and classify the development of E-Government services using a E-Government De-
veloping Index (EGDI), that ranges from 0 to 1 being 1 the maximal score. Such score is
based in several factors, but take in account that people live in a World where financial status
plays a big role. One of the factors used to calculate this EGDI is the financial capability of
a country related to the rest of the World. This EGDI is also dynamic and can ascend or
descend in a country being evaluated from one year to another. This fact has to do with the
method taking in account that technology evolves and what is a novelty in a year, may be a
standard of evaluation in the next [11] [12] [13].
2.5 The Austrian Case Study - E-Law Project
According to [7], Austria was ahead of the European development regarding E-Government.
It had both superior online availability and sophistication measurements on its services when
compared to the rest of the Europe.
The Austrian E-Government Act [14], defined standards and security in communication
between citizens and public services in 2004. Two years later the e-Law project surfaced and
sent Austria ahead of Europe in development of E-Government services.
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“The E-LAW project aims at a reform of legal text production, creating one continuous
electronic production channel with a uniform layout prepared on the same electronic text
basis from draft to publication (promulgation) on the Internet.” [15] In a simple way, e-Law
was a project created to manage and help the process of law making, since the draft to the
publication, making it available for citizens along the progress to accompany. The specificity
of the workflow produced by a legal document is due to its type and/or country in which it is
created. For example, in Portugal the documents are created in the Assembleia da Re´publica,
which is different from the Austrian workflows were the bills are created on the Nationalrat
(local Parliament) and also Bundesrat (Federal House). The workflow system included in
e-law includes government bills, committee reports, legal enactments of the Nationalrat and
decisions of the Bundesrat.
The idea of e-Law was to make a window like system so that citizens could access the legal
activity on the Internet any time and virtually anywhere. Electronic texts of legal enactments
were to be delivered the Federal Chancellery, ready for publication and the authentic electronic
publication on the Internet was available for everybody free of charge. The public and the
Public Ministries could obtain the parliamentary business including the explanatory remarks
within 24 to 72 hours on the Internet. The savings potential of the idea resembled one million
Euros at the time, which was about sixty tons of paper. Unfortunatelly, there is a great
opposition in using only digital copies of legal texts to work, and a major part is kept in
paper, reducing the savings potential. Austria was trying to be the pioneer and innovate on
this field of no paper policy.
The e-law project aimed at creating one continuous electronic production channel from the
invitation to comment on draft legislation to promulgation (on the Internet). As a result, it
is only required to enter amendments to the text during the legislative stages, nevertheless
those amendments should be only done by people that can legally edit the documents.
The first intend result of the project, was to replace texts of laws on paper to digital
copies, consolidating the idea that printed government bills, committee reports and other
parliamentary matter would cease to exist. The technology would be able to assist in making
it possible to draw up texts which could be queried electronically. The Online queries would
refer to the original stages in which a document can attend alterations. Everything would be
done in a fully transparent process.
“For the purpose of cost-cutting, the texts of legislation were to be given a uniform layout
and were to be prepared on the same electronic text basis from draft to publication in the
Federal Law Gazette on the Internet.” [15] This means that different legal document types
would have their own formatting. For example all the bills look alike, in the form if the text
content is disregarded, but would be different from a committee report.
As a final result, The State Printing Office (Wiener Zeitung) would be no longer necessary.
Following up the creation of government bills the Federal Chancellery would send them to
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Parliament, which would return the consolidated electronic version of the legal enactment
adopted by the Nationalrat once parliamentary procedures had been completed.
To translate E-LAW into reality, two projects were launched by the Administration of
Parliament:
• the ”Implementing E-Law” project to ensure one continuous electronic channel for the
legislative procedure in the Nationalrat and the Bundesrat, as well as
• the ”Roll-out Plan for laptops to be used by Members of Parliament”
Austria started to not only develop the system itself, but also provided tools in the form
of laptops for the Members of Parliament to use and get used to the new electronic legal text
workflow.
The re-design of the legislative procedure for the ministries was formally adopted by
resolution of the Austrian Federal Government of 6 June 2001. At the same time that the
implementation of the e-Law project was being advocated, the Presidents of the Nationalrat
called for better IT equipment for the Members of Parliament.
The objectives to be met in the reform of the legislative process were defined as follows:
1. building up on existing databases
2. ensuring that the high quality requirements for parliamentary business will be fulfilled
3. taking into account the separation of powers between government and parliament
4. considering the principle of true costs (no passing on of costs or tasks from the govern-
ment to parliament)
5. minimization of the total costs of parliamentary business
6. considering the special working conditions of parliament.
The first objective dictates that the system should use already existent databases in order
to simplify the process, by not creating unnecessary redundancy.
The second objective can be seen as one of major importance in the system, because it
concerns the real process of legal documents creating and their fully respective workflows
being mapped on a digital world. This process has the obligation to be thorough by penance
of turning the system obsolete on the failure of its successful completion.
The third objective is also a major concern in the system, and dictates the separation
of powers, not only between government and parliament but also from them to the general
citizens. Because it was a system to be implemented on an open world, the e-law project
needed to secure the access in each stage of the creative legislative process. Only the agents
that have the authority to intervene on the process at a given moment can do so.
The fourth and fifth objectives concern legal cost fees, and finally the sixth reflects the
implementation of the system in the parliament as well as the special tools provided to the
Members of Parliament to use it.
15
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2.2 General background  
 
To translate E-LAW into reality, two projects were launched by the 
Administration of Parliament in view of the complex task on hand and the brief 
period available by decision of the federal government (trial operations were to 
start as early as on 1 September 2001): 
x the "Implementing E-Law" project (in April 2001) to ensure one 
continuous electronic channel for the legislative procedure in the 
Nationalrat and the Bundesrat, as well as 
 
x the "Roll-out Plan for laptops to be used by Members of Parliament" (in 
December 2002). 
 
2.3 Policy context and strategy  
 
 The re-design of the legislative procedure for the ministries was formally 
adopted by resolution of the Austrian Federal Government of 6 June 2001. The 
Conference of Presidents of the Nationalrat also advocated the implementation 
of the E-LAW project in 2001. However, at the same time the Presidents called 
for better IT equipment for the Members of Parliament. 
 
The objectives to be met in the reform of the legislative process were 
defined as follows: 
1. building up on existing databases 
2. ensuring that the high quality requirements for parliamentary business will 
be fulfilled 
3. taking into account the separation of powers between government and 
parliament  
4. considering the principle of true costs (no passing on of costs or tasks from 
the government to parliament) 
5. minimization of the total costs of parliamentary business 
6. considering the special working conditions of parliament. 
 
 
Austria: Way of federal legislation 
(simplified organizational view) 
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Figure 2.6: Simple Bill Workflow Example - Before E-Law[15]
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3. SOLUTION 
 
3.1 Specific objectives  
 
The technical and organisational solution chosen is characterised by a high 
degree of user-friendliness as 
x the Au rian parliament builds up on existing databases (t t is to say, 
the new e-Legislation process was integrated into the database 
application "Parliamentary Business") 
x an independent workflow has been established to account for the special 
features of parliamentary procedure and the separation of powers. 
 
  The exchange of documents with the federal administration, where a separate 
workflow is in place, is based on compatible formats and an independent 
interface, and detailed procedures have been developed for the exchange of 
data between parliament and government. 
 
Electronic Workflow Parliament
 
 
 
Federal 
Government 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The system offers the people involved in the legislative process not only 
electronic information but also participation opportunities; in this context, it has 
to be mentioned that a special upload mask was created for Members of 
Parliament and their assistants to enter the electronic versions of motions into 
the system. 
 
  In a competence center established in Parliament, which has meanwhile 
successfully completed know-how transfer from the State Printing Office and 
taken up co-operation with the Federal Chancellery, staff supports the 
rapporteurs of the committees and the committee secretaries of the 
Parliamentary Administration in preparing the committee reports as well as the 
staff members of the Parliamentary Administration responsible for executing the 
legal enactments of the Nationalrat, and is in charge of quality management and 
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Figure 2.7: Simple Bill Workflow Example - After E-Law[15]
2.6 Separation of Duties in the Austrian e-law Process
The process and results of law making have an enormous impact on society, therefore they
need to be secured against external and internal altera ion, be it nadvert nt or malicious.
This is even more i portant in the electronic world, where there is already a human discomfort
by working on a virtual environment. In fact, strong evidence suggests that internal alteration
is far more critical than often perceived.
Separation of duties in the e-law project attends to the need to reflect organisational
security and control properties that exist in the real world. E-law served as an example to
the rest of the World regarding this matter.
The overall aim of this system is to replace printed law texts by digitally signed electronic
documents as stated before. A brief analysis of the scenario of law making process, is provided
in order, to comprehend the “Separation of Duties” imposed on the system.
A typical scenario detailing the use of e-law and its interaction with the Austrian Legal
Information System (RIS!) is that of a change to existing law. Figure 2.8 can provide
information relative to the workflow of this process.
To better understand the steps undergoing in this process they will be provided in the
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an analysis 
of the process of making changes to a federal law in Austria, 
including descriptions of the involved principals. In Section 3 we 
derive some necessary security requirements with reference to 
threat scenarios that could apply at different steps of the case 
study. We then present a set of separation properties in section 4 
and discuss how these can address the previously elicited 
requirements. Section 5 provides a discussion of related and 
further work. 
2. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 
This section describes a scenario as observed at the Austrian 
Federal Chancellery (BKA) in the context of the Austrian Legal 
Information System (RIS) (http://www.ris.bka.gv.at/). The overall 
aim of this system is to replace printed law texts by digitally 
signed electronic documents [12]. We first introduce the system 
as a whole, and then we detail the steps of the process we will 
study. 
2.1 Background 
The Federal Chancellery is one of 12 ministries in Austria. To 
fulfil their administrative duties these ministries use a variety of 
supporting IT systems. 
One of the systems is called eLaw. This is an electronic legal 
records processing system which certain ministries make shared 
use of. This system can, for example, be used to facilitate and 
manage changes to existing laws. As such, eLaw may be classed 
as a records management system for public administration. The 
workflows implemented in eLaw are enforced through Fabasoft’s 
eGov Suite 5.0.  
Legislative information (e.g. gazettes, instruction edicts or 
tribunals) and the law that has been agreed upon by the involved 
political parties, is published in the Austrian Legal Information 
System RIS. The aim of this system is to replace printed law texts 
with digitally signed electronic documents, which are legally 
binding. The RIS currently provides services to more than 17,000 
public administration officers over a nation-wide Intranet 
dedicated to the task. In addition, the general public may access 
the electronically published law via the Internet. RIS users access 
more than 6.5 million documents each month. The daily update 
rate of the RIS information repository can be up to several 
hundred documents changed on-line, with the system required to 
be constantly available: 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, all-year 
round.  
The eLaw system is one of more than 30 public administration 
systems that feed data for publication into the RIS. Other such 
systems include the Supreme Court, the Administrative Court and 
the State governments. 
2.2 Process Description: Updating a Law 
A typical scenario detailing the use of eLaw and its interaction 
with the RIS is that of a change to existing law, e.g. a change to 
the law concerning the Austrian Highway Code. This process is 
illustrated by figure 1, and in the rest of this subsection each 
paragraph describes a step of the process (denoted by a rectangle 
in the diagram). Note that each step is based on a specific law 
which prescribes the exact legislative procedure, however, a more 
detailed analysis is not possible in this context.    
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Figure 1: Workflow Representation 
A law clerk working for the ministry of transport prepares a draft 
of the proposed change (step 1). This draft is initiated within the 
eLaw system (i.e. it is given an initial classification and some MS 
Word Documents are created). It is then decided whether the draft 
should be reviewed by external stakeholders (step 2). In our case 
of a change to the Highway Code, the draft would normally be 
sent to the Austrian Automobile Club for comments. The 
stakeholders are identified and invited either electronically (via 
email) or by post to review and comment on the draft bill (step 3). 
The draft is made available to them by physically sending them a 
copy of the draft or through the RIS (but not using an 
electronically signed format at this stage). 
The stakeholders then review the draft (step 4), and send back 
their review either electronically or by hardcopy. A deadline may 
have been set for the review. Once the deadline for the 
stakeholders’ review and comments has passed, the draft is 
prepared for further discussion (step 5) by a department 
responsible for coordinating the meetings of ministers, and the 
draft is eventually put on the agenda of the weekly meeting of the 
Austrian federal ministers.  
If at the discussion (step 6) the draft is rejected, it has to be 
proposed again by the initiating ministry. In this case the draft is 
revised by a law clerk (step 7) and it is decided whether further 
review of the revised text is required. If the federal ministers agree 
to accept the draft without change, it becomes a government bill 
and is put into the RIS. At this stage there is no binding digital 
signature.  
Figure 2.8: Detailed Bill r flow For the Austrian Parliament[16]
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form of a list, taking in account that a step can’t be started without the previous one has
been completed:
1. A law clerk working prepares a draft of the proposed change.
2. It is then decided whether the draft should be reviewed by external stakeholders.
3. The stakeholders are identified and invited to review and comment on the draft bill.
4. The stakeholders then review the draft.
5. The draft is prepared for further discussion and put on the agenda of the weekly meeting
of the Austrian federal ministers.
6. If at the discussion the draft is rejected, it has to be proposed again by the initiating
ministry.
7. In this case the draft is revised by a law clerk and it is decided whether further review
of the revised text is required. If the federal ministers agree to accept the draft without
change, it becomes a government bill.
8. The government bill is discussed by national council and then by the federal council.
Both chambers may either agree or disagree, and possibly change the government bill.
In case of an agreement, the text is passed back to the e-law system and BKA to be
published in the federal law gazette. In case of a rejection or possible veto, the draft is
again revised by the originating ministry, returning to step 7.
9. Prior to final publication, the president must sign and approve that the change to the
law has been performed according to the constitution.
10. The president’s approval must also be countersigned by the chancellor (step 10).
11. A final check of the new or changed law is performed by the constitutional service.
12. The changed law is then published in the RIS after it has been digitally signed to provide
authenticity.
Security requeriments often cross paths with the separation of duties. On the case of the
e-law project, the cross is made by having mechanisms that despite respecting the separation
of duties, also enforce the non existence of conflict of interest done by changes on the system.
Such mechanisms prevent, that for example, a clerk initializing a legal draft should not be
the principal who decides whether reviews by stakeholders are required. This prevents that
a not well intentioned clerk could pass the document to the next stage in the system without
consulting the stakeholders. Other example is that a clerk should not be allowed to modify a
document and upload it onto the RIS at the same time. If this situation could happen, then
a clerk could entry modifications and send it to the RIS without legal approval. From the
examples given previously is easy to perceive that a clerk can’t go through the all workflow
of law making by himself.
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Although the origins of separation principles can be clearly identified in the development of
organisational theory, it is not always reflected on a virtual system that tries to replicate one
existing organization of the real World. Separation of properties and roles that users carry
on the real World should be applicable in the context of the judicial domain.
In the context of role-based access control systems, separation of duties are enforced based
on the notion of mutually exclusive roles. Such roles are pairs of organisational roles which
are in some way incompatible [16].
The separation of duties is proposed to solve some of the security problems stated before,
that could incur in conflicts of interest.
Separation of duties can be done in a Static or Dynamic way if it is user centred. In the
Static Separation of Duties a user can not be a member of any to exclusive roles [16]. The
Dynamic Separation of Duties defends that a user may be a member of any two exclusive
roles but must not activate them both at the same time.
Other type of separation of duties is the Object-based that has the focus on the object at
work rather than the user working on it. It defines that a user may be a member of any two
exclusive roles and may also activate them at the same time, but he must not act upon the
same object through both.
Yet another type, focus the separation of Duties on the operation (Operational Separation
of Duties) which states that a user may be a member of some exclusive roles as long as the
set of authorizations acquired over these roles does not permit them to execute every step of
a workflow, in law making for example.
Finally the History-based Separation of Duties says that a user may be a member of some
exclusive roles and the complete set of authorizations acquired over these roles may cover an
entire workflow, but a principal must not be able to perform all the workflow steps involving
the same object(s). This is the category that on the end prevents a workflow from being done
by just one user but allows for maximum flexibility.
2.7 Evolution of E-Government from 2008 to 2012
In order to perceive how E-Government evolved around the World, three surveys from
the United Nations regarding this theme, served as basis to the overall analysis. The surveys
are respectively from 2008, 2010 and 2012, made in increments of two years, in the way that
they can provide equal amounts of time to the development of the E-Government services and
their readiness. The rating or E-Government Developing Index as a range of 0 to 1, being 1
the maximal score, as described in 2.4.
In 2008, Sweden (0.9157) was the leader surpassing the United States, the leader of the pre-
vious survey. Three Scandinavian countries took the top three spots, with Denmark (0.9134)
and Norway (0.8921) in second and third place respectively. The United States (0.8644)
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Chapter III 
E-Government Readiness Rankings 
 
The world average of the global e-government index continues to increase as more 
countries invest resources in developing websites that are informative. Most countries 
have e-information on policies, laws and an archive section on their portals/websites. 
The gap between e-information, e-consultation and e-decision-making is still wide for 
developing and developed countries.  
 
For the first time since this survey has been produced, there is a new leader. In the 2008 
Survey, Sweden (0.9157) took the number one spot from the United States. The 
Scandinavian countries took the top three spots in the 2008 Survey, with Denmark 
(0.9134) and Norway (0.8921) in second and third place respectively. The United 
States (0.8644) came in fourth. 
 
In this year’s e-government readiness rankings, the European countries make up 70 per 
cent of the top 35 countries. The Asian countries make up 20 per cent of the top 35 and 
the North American and Oceania regions 5 per cent. The European countries as a group 
have invested heavily in deploying broadband infrastructure, coupled with an increase in 
the implementation of e-government applications for their citizens. Yet, according to the 
ITU, the European countries make up nine of the top ten countries in broadband 
subscribers per hundred, with Denmark, the Netherlands and Iceland being the top 
three countries.  
 
Figure 3.1.  Regional Average of e-Government Readiness 
 
 
Figure 3.1 clearly shows the difference between the five regions, with Europe (0.6490) 
having a clear lead over the other regions, followed by the Americas (0.4936), Asia 
(0.4470), Oceania (0.4338) and Africa (0.2739). Asia and Oceania are slightly below the 
world average (0.4514), while Africa lags far behind.  
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Figure 2.9: World E-Government Developing Index in 2008[11]
came in fourth. Regardi g the World, there were large differences between the five regions in
terms of e-government readiness. Europe (0.6490) having a clear advantage over the other re-
gions, followed by the Americas (0.4936), Asia (0.4470), Oceania (0.4338) and Africa (0.2739).
Asia and Oceania were slightly below the world average (0.4514), while Africa tallied far be-
hind [11]. Figure 2.9.
It is possible to infer from these results that in 2008 Europe had a major increse in E-
Government readiness on account that Sweden, Denmark and Norway surpassed the United
States in almost 0.5 points.
Two years later in 2010, the first position in E-Government online services was held by the
Republic of Korea (1.0000), followed by the United States (0.9365) and Canada (0.8825).
The results by regions of the World changed only in the values losing on average approxi-
mately 0.1 points. The ranking stayed the same with Africa (0.2733) on last place and Europe
(0.6227) on the first. Second to Europe was the Americas (0.4790) followed by Asia (0.4424)
and Oceania (0.4193). Figure 2.10.
Despite a major improvement by the Republic of Korea which was only in 6th place on
the ranking in 2008, Asia was still with a poor development compared to Europe and even
the Americas. Disparity in richness of Asian countries can explain these results [12].
According to the 2012 United Nations E-government Survey rankings, the Republic of
Korea is the world leader (0.9283) followed by the Netherlands (0.9125), the United Kingdom
(0.8960) and Denmark (0.8889). On a World regional level, once again Europe (0.7188)
is the leader followed by the America (0.5403), Asia (0.4992), Oceania (0.4240) and Africa
(0.2780) [13]. Figure 2.11.
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What is noteworthy is that some developing 
countries have begun to catch up with higher-income 
countries despite these challenges. Bahrain (0.7363), 
for example, has made significant strides in the two 
years since the previous survey, moving up in the 
rankings to 13th place in 2010 from 42nd place in 
2008. Bahrain’s recent emphasis on citizen engage-
ment and the electronic provision of government 
services has propelled the country into the top 15 
in e-government development, somewhat closer to 
Singapore (0.7476) which is among the global leaders 
in provision of electronic and mobile public services.
Mobile technology will become an affordable 
tool to fill in the digital gap between developed and 
developing countries, given the rapid price decline 
of mobile products. Emerging and least developed 
countries have already demonstrated that they are 
capable of narrowing the digital gap by investing in 
websites and Web portals and by applying tools such 
as telecentres, kiosks, community centres and other 
similar outlets to increase access to the Internet. 
They are adopting the use of mobile technology at a 
fast rate, which will trigger the need to develop more 
mobile e-government services. The private sector in 
these countries has an opportunity to work with 
government to create and distribute mobile services. 
The 2010 survey recorded an increase in the use of 
mobile technology for communication from gov-
ernments to citizens, whether it is simple SMS, alert 
notification or a full-fledged mobile service.
In general, Member States are channelling more 
human and financial resources to fulfill the ever-
increasing digital needs.
The 2010 survey found that some countries are 
increasingly active in seeking customer satisfac-
tion through online polls, blogs, surveys and other 
means. This indicates that a growing number of 
countries have recognized the importance of citi-
zen feedback via Internet and are taking advantage 
of social networking tools to create better websites 
and Web portals.
Though emerging and developing countries 
have yet to fill the digital gap, table 4.1 shows that 
those developing countries that have channeled 
more investment to telecommunications infra-
structure, education and online services could 
compete with developed countries and, in some 
cases, even score higher. 
4.2 Regional comparisons
On a regional basis, Europe receives the highest 
score, followed by the Americas. These are the 
only two regions above the world average. Africa 
continues to lag far below the world average, 
given that most of the world’s least developed 
countries are in this region and they generally 
lack the financial and human resources to fully 
implement e-government. The Asian region is 
slightly above the world average, but the Republic 
of Korea is the exception, as it stands at the top 
of 2010 rankings in the e-government develop-
ment index.
4.2.1 E-government in Africa
Figure 4.2 indicates that all sub-regions in Africa 
fall below the world average. However, there has 
been some improvement in the region, especially 
in Middle, Northern and Western Africa since 
the 2008 survey. Northern Africa leads the re-
gion and is closely followed by the Southern 
Africa. Western Africa lags far behind the other 
sub-regions and is the lowest scoring sub-region 
in the 2010 Survey.
Table 4.3 shows that Tunisia leads Africa in e-
government development, followed by Mauritius 
and Egypt. It also shows that the majority of coun-
tries in the ‘top ten’ rankings are developing coun-
tries from Northern and Southern Africa.
Eastern Africa
Mauritius (0.4645) and the Seychelles (0.4179) 
continue to lead the region, though both coun-
tries register lower rankings in the 2010 Survey. 
Mauritius dropped by 14 positions and the 
Figure 4.1 E-government development index regional averages
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Table 4.2 Regional comparisons
Region
E-government
development index value
2010 2008
Africa 0.2733 0.2739
 Eastern Africa 0.2782 0.2879
 Middle Africa 0.2603 0.2530
 Northern Africa 0.3692 0.3403
 Southern Africa 0.3505 0.3893
 Western Africa 0.2156 0.2110
Americas 0.4790 0.4936
 Caribbean 0.4454 0.4480
 Central America 0.4295 0.4604
 Northern America 0.8479 0.8408
 South America 0.4869 0.5072
Asia 0.4424 0.4470
 Central Asia 0.4239 0.3881
 Eastern Asia 0.6470 0.6443
 Southern Asia 0.3248 0.3395
  South- 
Eastern Asia 0.4250 0.4290
 Western Asia 0.4732 0.4857
Europe 0.6227 0.6490
 Eastern Europe 0.5449 0.5689
 Northern Europe 0.7113 0.7721
 Southern Europe 0.5566 0.5648
 Western Europe 0.7165 0.7329
Oceania 0.4193 0.4338
World average 0.4406 0.4514
Figure 2.10: World E-Government Developing Index in 2010[12]
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resources, skill levels and connectivity, at the margin, 
to devote to e-government development compared 
to Viet Nam, and that it must put forth a greater eff ort 
to achieve a similar level of e-government develop-
ment. Despite these challenges the eff ort made by 
China has translated into a higher EGDI, at 0.5359.
Th e converse is true too. Countries endowed 
with a high income per capita, a small population, 
and high levels of connectivity face fewer challenges. 
It is to be expecte  that with fewer constraints, their 
e-government development eff orts will be more 
developed so that e-services are available to all, and 
that high-income developed economies will go the 
extra mile to deploy ICT for transformation of soci-
eties for sustainable development. 
Th is brings into sharp focus two aspects of e-
government for development. Countries with a 
igh per capita income, an established ICT infra-
structure, and high levels of human capital ca  easily 
utilize these advantages to leverage the opportunity 
aff orded by ICT and support sustained socio-eco-
nomic development. However, in some cases, they 
may not be doing so fully. Others with lower levels 
shown by key indicators no doubt need a greater ef-
fort, but also have an opportunity to leapfrog long 
gestation developmental cycles by adroit utilization 
of ICT for development.
1.3 Regional comparisons
Sustained integration, expansion and consolida-
tion of government online off erings led to more 
than a 10 per cent increase in the world average of 
e-government development compared to two years 
ago. Th e region of Europe (0.7188) shows the high-
est e-government development followed by the 
Americas (0.5403).
Figure 1.4 highlights that despite considerable 
strides towards bridging the digital divide, infra-
structure and human capital limitations in sev-
eral parts of the world impinge upon the ability of 
governments to spread – and the citizens to par-
take of – the benefits of information technology 
in the delivery of services. With a history of high 
levels of functional education and widespread te-
lephony infrastructure, Europe and the Americas 
as a whole remain far ahead of the rest of th  world 
regions. Asia, which is home to around three-fifths 
of the world citizens, has nevertheless only around 
70 per cent of the level of e-government in Europe 
while the level of services in Africa barely squares 
off at 40 per cent of those in Europe. Within any 
region, countries at the lower percentil  of e-devel-
opment do not fare well either. This is especially 
true of the lower income countries in b th Asia 
and Africa. The 10 least e-ready countries in Asia 
have barely 37 per cent of the level of e-govern-
ment in Europe while in Africa the figure is little 
more than 20 per cent.
What is encouraging is the worldwide trend 
during the last decade. Since 2003 all regions of the 
world have steadily improved their e-government 
Figure 1.5 Advances in regional 
e-government development in the 
last decade4
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Figure 1.4 Regional averages 
in e-government development
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Figure 2.11: World E-Governm nt Developing Index in 2012[13]
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Although the African E-Government index of development in the last four years as been
almost constant, the other regions have fluctuated values without changing the World rank-
ing. The fact that Africa is in the tail when it concerns E-Government development can be
sustained by a social economical situation that affects that region. This presents a problem
for E-Government to thrive, but also presents an opportunity to develop and implement low
cost or open source types of E-Government platforms, such as for example the Bungeni Par-
liamentary System developed by the same organization that elaborated these survey. This
system, as is shown further ahead was developed by a department inside the United Nations
to help giving a quicker response from African countries to the E-Government Development.
2.8 Open Source E-Government Frameworks
With the increase in technology and Internet usage and availability, developers started to
contribute on open source projects in a wide variety of areas. From games to general libraries
and frameworks, these types of projects intend to atone the unnecessary spending of capital
by providing, free or low cost, alternatives.
E-Government as not stand astray from this tendency, frameworks and technologies started
to be developed with the intent to lower the cost of ICT’s by a governments country, and also
facilitate the interoperability between proprietary solutions.
A brief introduction to some open source E-Government projects follows:
EGovFrame Portal [17]
The E-Government Standard Framework has an objective to increase the quality of
eGovernment services, the efficiency of IT investment and the standardization and
the reusability of application SWs through establishing and applying the development
framework standard.
There are many problems in the existing E-Government system because each individ-
ual application system uses various kinds and versions of frameworks. This framework
intents to standardize the E-Government framework used by one’s country, in order to
lower the costs of ICT’s. Normally a E-Government system needs to be mantained by
its vendor, because the modules provided are proprietary and can’t be changed by a pro-
grammer. This fact develops cyclic payments to maintain the platform, as well as paid
training sessions for the staff to learn about the new specifications in the system. The
standardization of E-Government Framework eliminates the technical dependency on
vendor’s proprietary development framework and promotes the standardization. South
Korea implemented some services using this framework.
FreE-Gov [18]
Free-gov is a free software system especially designed for e-government, providing Elec-
tronic Record Management with full Digital Cryptographic Signature support. It is
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extremely secure, when properly installed, fast and scalable. It is an ideal platform for
e-government implementations of any size and purpose.
It is a modular platform, that can be built according to the government needs. Recently
a module to manage municipalities complaints was made available. Supports strong
user authentication, logging, record management and digital cryptographic signature,
to ensure documents authenticity. It is built using open source software and it is also
totally open source.
It is stated on the web page that it can provide high escalation, but it is also stated
that it uses “thin clients” relegating all the process management to the server, which
may infer performance problems.
ERP5 for Public Administration [19]
ERP5 provides a consistent and unified solution for governements and public adminis-
trations looking for a proven, global and scalable open source framework to cover their
application needs.
ERP5 covers multiple areas of E-Government such as finance, human resources, asset
management, inventory, document management and knowledge management. Success-
ful deployments of ERP5 have been done by organisations in business fields as central
bank, city, state and Governmental Agency.
Idega Solutions [20]
The idega solutions have been extensively used for self-service and E-Government type
applications. It is a modular system that can accommodate modules with solutions for
municipalities and government agencies managing. The solutions have been designed
to have a general foundation which makes them applicable to different countries. So far
the idega Solutions have been implemented in several government institutions in Iceland
and Sweden.
The idega platform also has a dynamic process engine which can be used to build
workflows connected to government processes which is in turn can be linked to a central
case registry.
Bungeni Parliamentary and Legislative System [21]
Being an initiative of “Africa i-Parliament Action Plan” a programme of UN/DESA,
Bungeni aims to increase productivity in African Parliaments at low cost. The system
is generic, to attend the needs of different legislation types in different countries. It
supplies tools to increase E-Governance, by means of citizen participation on the Portal,
and also i-Parliamentary modules to produce efficiently legislative content.
Bungeni provides tools for the drafting, revision, amendment and publishing phases of
the document life-cycle and also tools to allow citizens to provide feedback, comments
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on issues, submit petitions and propose amendment to legislation in discussion.
This parliamentary framework will be discussed ahead on the document.
AT4AM for All [22]
AT4AM is the web-based amendment authoring tool used with great success at the
European Parliament since February 2010 by Members and their assistants, and advisors
to create and table amendments on the proposals of the European Commission and the
Council of the European Union.
AT4AM is the first system of the future XML-based workflow of amendments at the
European Parliament. Until February 2013, 250.000 amendments were created with
AT4AM.
The European Parliament decided to use the knowledge and the experience gained on
the AT4AM project to develop AT4AM for All primarily to help national and regional
parliaments to implement there own XML-based amendment authoring systems.
2.9 E-Government Situation on African Countries with Por-
tuguese as Official Language
In Africa, E-Government services are below the World average index level. In the last
decade, while other regions of the globe achieved good E-Government index levels, thus
achieving also good E-Governance level, Africa struggled on this matter. This can be seen in
Figure 2.12.
Noticing the lag of African E-Government developing index, the United Nations created
a project to help the development of E-Government Services, specifically National Assem-
blies legislative document management and system transparency. This initiative was named
African I-Parliaments project and was based on open source software.
In the context of this document, special attention should be given to the African Countries
with Official Portuguese Language. These countries are Sao Tome and Principe, Cape Verde,
Guinea-Bissau, Angola and Mozambique.
Cape Verde is the most active in E-Government services implementation and use of ICT’s
in the governmental agencies and courts, featuring the top ten of African most developed E-
Government countries in 6th place. As an example, the SIIC-2013 (“Sistema de Informac¸a˜o
de Investigac¸a˜o Criminal”) [23] and SIPC CV (“Sistema de Informatizac¸ ao do Processo Civil
de Cabo Verde”) [24], being currently developed on the University of Aveiro.
Sao Tome and Angola have a similar level of E-Government and are above the African
average.
The current situation on E-Government, Infrastructure and E-Participation Indexes, can
be sum up by Table 2.2. E-Participation measures the E-Governance allowed by the country
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Figure 2.12: E-Government Development Indexes for the African Countries with Portuguese
as Official Language
and the Infrastructure Index represents the amount of available technology to implement the
services.
Countries E-Government Index Infrastructure Index E-Participation Index
Cape Verde 0.430 0.227 0.237
Sao Tome and Principe 0.333 0.137 0.026
Angola 0.320 0.089 0.026
Mozambique 0.279 0.044 0.132
Guinea-Bissau 0.195 0.051 0.053
World Average 0.496 0.326 0.268
Table 2.2: E-Government Indexes on Lusophone Africa [25]
Despite the current situation each country as taken a different road to get to these posi-
tions, on the last decade [25].
Angola had an overall peak on the E-Government Index since 2008, and has maintain the
score, having reached its highest index in 2008 (0.3328). This peak in growth was the third
highest Worldwide [26]. Figure 2.13
Cape Verde, also suffered a peak in 2008 reaching the highest score in 2012 (0.4297) but
the lowest score of this country (0.322 in 2003), was the highest that all the other countries,
discussed on this part, reached. Figure 2.14
Mozambique had almost a linear growth in in the last decade, being the only exception
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Figure 2.13: Angola E-Government Development Index from 2003 to 2012
Figure 2.14: Cape Verde E-Government Development Index from 2003 to 2012
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Figure 2.15: Mozambique E-Government Development Index from 2003 to 2012
the year 2010 (0.2288), in which the index score was lower then the two adjacent years (2010
- 0.2288 and 2012 - 0.2786, respectively). Figure 2.15.
Guinea-Bissau on the starting of this measurement had no E-Government services active,
and though it started on the next year, its maximum index score (0.1945 in 2012) is the
absolute lowest score of these countries, if Angola and Mozambique starting years are ignored.
Figure 2.16.
Sao Tome and Principe, also had a peak from 2005 (0.3215) to 2008 (0.3215), but before
and after these dates there was no considerable growth on the index. Figure 2.17.
The stagnation on the values indicates roughly, there are other variables to consider such,
as socio-economical aspects, that E-Government has not evolved between the years. Peaks
indicate that E-Government services thrived and there were innovations.
After analysing all these results it is easy to infer that these countries need better E-
Government frameworks and more available services.
2.9.1 Survey on Official Country Sites
On a brief survey, three sites of each of these countries were visited.
The first site was the Official Portal of the country, the second the official Parliament or
National Assembly and the third the Citizens Portal. The choice was made, having the intent
that the first site is the one a local citizen should address in order to seek information about
its Government.
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Figure 2.16: Guinea-Bissau E-Government Development Index from 2003 to 2012
Figure 2.17: Sao Tome and Principe E-Government Development Index from 2003 to 2012
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The second one was selected to analyse by respecting the principle that any citizen should
be allowed to access the laws or system of rules, by which it should abide.
Finally the third site was chosen because on a general basis is where the Government
creates pointers to the E-Government available services, in what concerns Government to
citizen interaction.
Starting from Guinea-Bissau, the Portal pointed to no services and the National Assembly
only gave information about static laws, having not a central database of legislation. A Citizen
Portal could not be found.
Mozambique’s Portal, on the contrary, had services accessed only through information or
downloading documents for later submission. Regarding the National Assembly page there
was no possible analysis, due to not being accessible. Mozambique Citizen Portal has plenty of
service information, but in a static form, and provides pointers to other websites government
related, that are still active in a partial form.
Sao Tome and Principe Portal was under construction and provided only little information.
The National Assembly page is located on a Brazilian server, and provides only static law
information, with no legislative database. A Citizen Portal to this country could not be found.
Cape Verde Portal points to other ministries and services, giving a real idea of a E-
Governmental Portal. The National Assembly provided access to a database of legislation.
Cape Verde’s Citizen Portal, allows to submit electronic forms to financial services and makes
available information to other services.
Angola’s Portal, provides information about services on the site, and has pointers that
redirect to E-Government services. The National Assembly site has no legislation database.
Angola’s Citizen Portal, besides having the most services available only allowed information
on how to use the services or where.
To summarize, these countries need to address some aspects of E-Government and E-
Governance.
The above stated African I-Parliaments project can help this devolpment regarding the
National Assemblies and E-Governance index growth. In fact the use of modern ICT’s de-
veloped and maintained open source are now being studied to be used by many European
governments and even in the European Parliament [27] [28] [29] [30].
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Chapter 3
Bungeni Parliamentary System
3.1 Introduction
Bungeni is an e-Government system built by a division of United Nations Department of
Economics and Social Affairs (UNDESA), that aims to help to increase production on both
the legislative process and ease of access related to this theme by the citizens of one’s country.
The system is open source and built mainly in Python language, having been deployed
through Plone 2.0 and Zope frameworks. Developed for Linux Debian Based distribution,
such as Ubuntu and others [31] and is distributed via debian installation packages that must
be installed in a certain order due to module dependencies. It is composed of several sub-
services which act as a whole and make the system bigger than the sum of its parts. Being
built on the open source philosophy of software development, which encourages everyone to
work for a greater good, the system was built by a team that was previously located on
Kenya, although having software contributions from people around the World like the author
of this work. Everything in Bungeni was designed and developed to be as generic as this
type of E-Government systems can be. Such features as language, type of legislation existent
in one’s country or even all the workflow of developing legislative content can be edited and
appropriated by different countries, which makes Bungeni a suitable E-Government system
for a great majority of places in the map.
Currently the development process has stopped due to lack of funding, but the system
has a good overall capability of production, with almost all the features completed or about
to be completed. For this reason it needs rigorous testing before entering real deployment
phase on countries.
3.2 Used Technologies Overview
In this section, a brief overview of the technologies used to develop the Bungeni Parlia-
mentary System is provided. The use of each of the technologies are discussed in each of the
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modules that implements it.
Fabric [32]
Fabric is a Python (2.5 or higher) library and command-line tool for streamlining the
use of SSH for application deployment or systems administration tasks.
It provides a basic suite of operations for executing local or remote shell commands (nor-
mally or via sudo) and uploading/downloading files, as well as auxiliary functionality
such as prompting the running user for input, or aborting execution.
Typical use involves creating a Python module containing one or more functions, then
executing them via the fab command-line tool.
Supervisord [33]
The supervisord is a client/server system that allows its users to control a number of
processes on UNIX-like operating systems. It is responsible for starting programs at
its own invocation, responding to commands from clients, restarting crashed or exited
subprocesses, logging its subprocesses visually or physically using file. It provides a web
graphical interface to manage processes.
Paster [34]
Python Paste is a set of libraries to deploy WSGI applications, it covers all aspect of a
CGI application: testing, dispatching, authentication, debugging and deployment.
It uses HTTP protocol and the WSGI application standard to find and configure ap-
plications and servers using a configuration file or a Python Egg (python compiled
module).
Deliverance [35]
Deliverance is an integration tool, that allows different applications built on frameworks
or languages to be integrated gracefully.
Deliverance does this by parsing the HTML code that results from web applications
and applies a “theme”, granting a common look-and-feel across all the applications in
the site. The transformations are done using DOM manipulation by similar to XSLT
transforms.
Zope [36]
Zope is an open source web application server primarily written in the Python pro-
gramming language. It features a transactional object database which can store not
only content and custom data, but also dynamic HTML templates and scripts. It also
features a search engine, a relational database and distributed control, allowing to create
distinct roles for different types of System Administrators. Despite all these features,
the ones that call for more developers are the built in Transactional Support and the
strong Security Mechanisms.
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Postgres SQL [37]
PostgresQL is a powerful, open source object-relational database system. It has more
than 15 years of active development and a proven architecture that has earned it a
strong reputation for reliability, data integrity, and correctness. An enterprise class
database, PostgresQL boasts sophisticated features such as Multi-Version Concurrency
Control (MVCC), point in time recovery, tablespaces, asynchronous replication, nested
transactions (savepoints), online/hot backups, a sophisticated query planner/optimizer,
and write ahead logging for fault tolerance.
SQLAlchemy [38]
SQLAlchemy is the Python SQL toolkit and Object Relational Mapper (ORM) that
gives application developers the full power and flexibility of SQL. It provides a full
suite of well known enterprise-level persistence patterns, designed for efficient and high-
performing database access, adapted into a simple and Pythonic domain language.
SQLAlchemy considers the database to be a relational algebra engine, not just a col-
lection of tables. Rows can be selected from not only tables but also joins and other
select statements to compose larger structures. SQLAlchemy is most famous for its
object-relational mapper (ORM), an optional component that provides the data map-
per pattern, where classes can be mapped to the database in open ended, multiple ways
- allowing the object model and database schema to develop in a cleanly decoupled way
from the beginning.
Xapian [39]
Xapian is an Open Source Search Engine Library highly adaptable toolkit which allows
developers to easily add advanced indexing and search facilities to their own applica-
tions. It supports the Probabilistic Information Retrieval model and also supports a
rich set of boolean query operators.
Plone [40]
Plone is a powerful, flexible Content Management solution that is easy to install, use
and extend. Plone lets non-technical people create and maintain information using only
a web browser. The main use of Plone is as base for web sites or intranets because its
modular nature helps the customization of all aspects. Plone is a product for Zope2
application server, so it shares the core functionalities.
Exist-DB [41]
Exist-DB is a XML object database that is Schema-less. The high-performance native
XML database engine stores textual or binary data and documents without requiring
a database schema, creating flexibility for the developers. It has a browser-based Inte-
grated Development Environment (IDE), to explore the objects visually. The querys to
retrieve data are done using the XQuery standard.
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3.3 Architecture
[Bungeni Services Scripts] - The Bungeni system relies on a set of services that need to be
working simultaneously for the whole to behave in full potential. Some of these services rely
on one another (thus requiring cascade activation), some are independent, but overall their
interfaces behave like Figure 3.1 shows.
The system is activated by running a set of scripts done via Fabric which is a Python
library and command-line tool for streamlining the use of SSH for application deployment or
systems administration tasks. The scripts can be even run remotely due to this framework
on a command line environment or via a graphical interface on the browser created using
Supervisord which is a client/server system that allows its users to monitor and control
a number of processes on UNIX-like operating systems (Figure 3.2). After activation of the
Fabric scripts each module can be loaded by using a secure Fabric script, or as stated before, by
running the graphical interface. Both ways of loading the scripts are protected via a user name
Password security pair that can initially be configured to the system administrator preferences.
Usually the systems are run inside the institution’s intra-net like the diagram shows, because
exposing such delicate configuration tools to the outside World can be considered a major
security fault. The protection of the system will solely rely on the user name password
key pair. Besides that, leaving the system exposed can be really problematic because these
services run on unprotected ports and can be accessed by ill willed users.
3.3.1 Databases
Exist
Exist is a service based on exist-db, which is no more than an open source native XML
database. Basically Bungeni has 2 types of database, exist-db which is only used for serialized
legislative documents or Akoma Ntoso files (after serialization only), and a relational Postgres
database discussed further on the document. This XML database has the data accessed via
REST API which can be quicker and easier for the system to process visually to the citizen
accessing the system via Portal (discussed ahead). Usually in Bungeni, the exist-db only
stores information that will be shared with citizens on the Internet, leaving internal data to
the relational database. The stored information can be data that is workflowable, which is
data that has a given sequence similar to a partitioned task in order to be completed. The
workflowable content contains every legislative document serialized and ready to be showed
Online. The serialization done before storing data is no more than categorizing documents
by items and storing those items indexed in order for the system to gather them faster before
the visual presentation.
The exist-db needs to be flexible because Bungeni is generic and accepts new types of
workflowable documents that can be introduced in the system. In example, in a bicameral
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Figure 3.2: Supervisord Interface for Bungeni Services Management
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type of legislation there can be information changed between the chambers. Although Bungeni
supports this type of information exchange with Bicameral Documents, there may be the need
of adding a more specific one like Bicameral Motions that has different document items as
the previously stated. If exist-db was not flexible enough it would compromise the generic
approach of Bungeni and thus not allow for specificity of that kind.
Exist-Sync
This service acts like a bridge in putting the Documents on the exist-db and also getting
them to display on the visual interface. The serialization is implemented in this module, and
it is as simple as itemize documents stored on the Bungeni relational Postgres database and
storing them in categories on the XML exist-db. It is a simple module that processes each
file individually or as a batch, before storing the data on exist-db. Can be accessed using the
exist-db interface connected to the Bungeni core pressing the “serialization manager” button.
Every time the service is restarted it will check for differences between the relational Postgres
database and the exist-db and as the name suggests, begin the synchronization of the data
between the two.
Bungeni DB
This component is the main database used in the Bungeni Parliamentary System. This
is a relational database and uses Postgres [37] open-source database Management System.
Data stored on this database comes from the Bungeni Portal or BungeniCMS by the way
of RabbitMQ module, which is used to provide better response times and also data serial-
ization. The data exchanged is done by SQL Query and Retrieve to the system modules,
that ask for information. This database can contain a lot of information comparing it to
the exist-db. It stores from user data (with security on the password) to legislative content
(including status of workflowing documents), as well as every object that as a representation
on the Bungeni Parliamentary System. Before data is serialized to exist-db it comes from the
Postgres relational database.
Like the exist-db needs to be flexible, because Bungeni is generic and accepts new types
of workflowable documents that can be introduced in the system, so does need the Postgres
database. As a previous example given in the description of exist-db, a bicameral document
used in the type of bicameral legislation is always stored first in this database than in exist-db.
If Postgres was not flexible it would compromise the generic approach of Bungeni and thus
not allowing its deployment across multiple countries with different legislative types. This
flexibility is simulated by using tables that have generic content. Each stored object has a
collection of attributes that are the same as newly created objects. This way, objects like
different types of workflows, for instance, are created but have the same basic info.
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RabbitMQ
This component provides an interface between the Postgres relational database and the
BungeniCMS or Bungeni Portal. It is based on the RabbitMQ [42] messaging system that
is a robust platform for intra applications messaging, taking in account concurrency and
performance. As a service in Bungeni it acts as a SQL Query and Retrieve messaging carrier,
between the database and the system core. In early versions of the Bungeni Parliamentary
system, RabbitMQ was not in the mandatory stack of packages needed by the system, but
some of the performance increased since its use.
3.3.2 Theming and Styling
Theme Delivering
This component provides a coherent look-and-feel across all applications on the site. The
HTML coming from a source (e.g. BungeniPortal or BungeniCMS) is re-written based on
a “theme”. The “theme” is written in a static HTML page that has metadata embedded,
but also uses css files and images to give a better look. On a a reply, the HTML coming
from the applications is appended to the page metadata, creating new content which is then
displayed to the end user on the browser. This operation is done using a set of rules based
on a XPath syntax and altering the DOM. The main technology associated with this module
is the one provided by Deliverance [35]. “Themes” for some African countries are already
provided within the Bungeni Parliamentary system and can be activated using the Fabric
scripts.
Dispatcher
This component simply call the application using a mapping between URL’s and applica-
tions. Basically each application belonging to the Bungeni Parliamentary System has a set of
URL’s, (like a web service REST API) that are deployed and ready. This module uses paste
script or “Paster” [34] to map the URL’s coming from the server WSGI to the corresponding
application and ensures the way back on the reply.
Static Resources
Static Resources are images and styling content provided via WSGI on the return of
HTTP requests. Static [43] is a python library that provides an easy way to include static
content in the WSGI applications. The Theme Delivering service accesses the static resources
using the Dispatcher service before sending the HTTP styled request to the browser. The
content is accessed via URL’s, like the applications in the Bungeni Parliamentary System, so
the interface used to retrieve information is the same provided inside the Dispatcher.
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3.3.3 General Components
Open Office
Bungeni Parliamentary System has bindings with Open Office built in the Operating
System interfaces. Open Office [44] is a Microsoft Office like set of tools created for office pro-
duction purposes. It is open-source as well as multi platform. Nowadays the production team
of Open Office as forked the project, and another set of tools using the same interfaces was
created, namely Libre Office [45]. Because the interfaces are the same, Libre Office and Open
Office both work flawlessly with the Bungeni Parliamentary System, but only Open Office
will referredto, from this point on. The Bungeni Parliamentary System uses the interfaces for
operations, such as buildind .doc or .odt formated files based on the Akoma Ntoso standard.
Open Office was also used to produce downloadable content, such as PDF files related to
reports or documents that contained legislative content, as well as agenda file types. The
format or look for the downloadable content was provided using Open Office documents and
a set of XML files. Now the support is provided by html files, and the Open Office styling
was deprecated.
WSGI
WSGI [46] is an acronym for Web Server Gateway Interface. It is a specification for web
servers and application servers to communicate with web applications (though it can also be
used for more than that). It is a Python standard. It is itself basically a type of request and
dispatching mechanism framework based on URL processing for server sided applications. On
the Bungeni Parliamentary System it implements part of the “Dispatcher” service used on
the bottom of the Zope3 [36] stack.
3.3.4 Core Application
BungeniPortal
This is the application that provides specific parliament features. Through the use of
this application, one can access legislative content and data regarding various sections of
information. BungeniPortal was developed in order to use a Bicameral Type of Parliament
(Higher House and Lower House). The information type displayed on each of the Houses
is the same. To exclude unnecessary repetition only the Lower House will be used in this
example.
The information accessible in both the Lower and Higher Houses can be break up in the
following sections:
• National Assembly: information regarding the active Legislature in the Lower House;
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• Business: in this area there are the daily operations of the various activities of the
House:
– What’s on: overview of the daily operations of the House, basically a news feed
that as a Real Simple Syndication (RSS) [47] interface;
– Committees: list of committees, for each one there is metadata about the matter
of discussion, membership and sittings regarding the House Legislation;
– Bills: list of bills and associated metadata. Actions are provided to version the bill
and access the workflow associated with the bill, as well as download the documents
in various digital formats;
– Questions: list of questions and associated metadata. Workflow and versioning
actions are provided, as well as download operations for the documents in various
digital formats;
– Motions: list of motions and associated metadata. Workflow and versioning actions
are provided, as well as download operations for the documents in various digital
formats;
– Tabled documents: list of tabled documents and metadata. Workflow and ver-
sioning actions are provided, as well as download operations for the documents in
various digital formats
– Agenda items: list of agenda items and metadata;
– Calendar: calendar showing the sittings of the plenary and the committees. The
information is also accessible via RSS interface;
– Publications: list of publications and informations, these publications are the re-
ports of sittings and general information regarding publicized documents, such as
legislative content related data;
• Members: here one can search for information about members of the House:
– Member: trivia information about a member of the House;
– Biographical Data: a complete biography of the member;
– Offices held: informations about offices in which the member has a title;
– Parliament activities: a list of legislative content the member has Participated in.
e.g. submitted Questions or become a bill signatory;
– Contacts: information regarding the member list of contacts;
– Archive: access to current and historical activities of the parliament, the categories
are:
∗ Parliaments;
∗ Political groups;
∗ Committees;
∗ Governments.
Graphical Interfaces that need access through means of a secure login:
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• Workspace: This is available for members of parliament and for clerks. It is a graph-
ical interface to manage legislative content. It simulates a real World workspace envi-
ronment, by filing the documents under each state folder name, in e.g. “Draft”, “In
Progress”. There is also provided information relative to the role groups that the clerk
or member of parliament is associated to;
• Administration: This is an administration section provided to the Administrator. This
is used for adding parliaments, new users, closing parliaments, entering preliminary
metadata, and general manage of the information that appears on BungeniPortal.
The Figure 3.3 can give a more illustrated and perception depth on how the contents
are related in BungeniPortal. For the graphical information to be more ease to the view,
a simplification is made and only the Lower House was used for example purposes, but the
system as also an Higher House. To understand the full BungeniPortal both Higher and
Lower House behave the same way, so the diagram would be an exact repetition only with
the change of words from Lower to Higher.
The versions and workflow functionalities provide traversals into the content; for example
in a motion there are the links to past workflow states and older versions of the motion -
allowing the user to browse not just the current state of the motion but also the full audited
history of the motion.
Information is also related to itself, and can be accessed in many ways like the connected
components show. To give an example, it is possible to access bills moved by a member
using the “Parliamentary Activities” interface or just browsing the member and discover the
content associated with him.
Though the BungeniPortal is itself a component, it can be taken apart to smaller compo-
nents like the Figure 3.4 shows.
Inside the BungeniPortal there are 7 packages, or components namely server, portal, core,
models and UI. A brief description of each one follows:
Server
Application based on the Zope3 application server. The main package contains a file
with the configuration of the libraries that are loaded on the deployment of the Bungeni
Parliamentary System, reducing the overhead time of loading all the libraries of the
Zope3 platform. It also contains the “application factory” function and header so that
the “Dispatcher” service, based on “Paster” can launch the server. It uses ore.wsgiapp
to provide access to the ”application factory” function, otherwise “Paster” couldn’t
address the request.
The package also contains SMTPMailer utility used for sending e-mail from within
Zope3.
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Figure 3.4: Package Diagram of Bungeni Portal
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Figure 3.5: Bungeni.models Classes Diagram
Portal
Contains configurations for the Relational database, using “ore.alchemist” (a wrapper
for SQLAlchemy) and also the declaration of the visual base template and functionali-
ties. It also defines the “make static serving app” function invoked by the “Dispatcher”
service using “Paster” for static styling objects, contained within the “static” folder and
sub-folders. Lastly, also contains the rules and themes for “Deliverance” that will be
applied using “Theme Delivering” service in every HTML reply.
Models
This is the part of the system that matches and accesses data on the Relational database,
using ore.alchemist on top of ore.Alchemy.
This package is constituted by the classes and containers that represent a Parliament
be it either a Lower House or a Higher House with all its members and content. Each
model is treated as an Entity to be located on the system.
As scenario of implementation, and to better understand some of the relations on the
Figure 3.5, an example is provided relating one object of the system to its counterparts
on the Relational database.
Being “bills” the name of a “BillContainer” object on the system, containing Bill objects
and if each Bill object is a ParlamentaryItem, in terms of Relational Data Base, this
means that for each row in Bill table it is created a row in the ParlamentaryItem table.
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Versioning on Bill objects works by accessing and changing the BillVersion if a change
occurs in a Bill object. When a change is detected, automatically a ParlamentaryItem
row in the Relational database is also changed and the old values are stored in a new
BillVersion table row. Finally a new BillChange is generated.
UI
This package is composed by a collection of packages responsible for part of the look
and feel of the Bungeni Parliamentary System. They contain the objects used in the
user interface as well as the structure of the web pages. Despite the existence of a minor
styling being present on this module, the responsibility for theming the applications is
of the “Theme Delivering” service, via Deliverance.
The collection of packages includes:
• forms package: content and container browser views (web pages structure);
• calendar package: interfaces and code to implements the operations involving
scheduling, in e.g sittings agenda;
• workspaces.py: manage the access to items of a federated user in the system that
is a member of parliament or a clerk;
• workflow.py: manage the interface to access the documents workflow functionali-
ties, such as advancing states and checking permissions on each state;
• versions.py: provide the functionalities to access the documents versions. Useful
when one wants to see the changes that occurred in a document during a timespan.
Core
Contains the application started from the “application factory” entry point of Server
and the contents creating the sections of the Portal. Basically unifies the Portal and
Server packages in a Core service. Contains the main functions that are applied and
invoked by “Paster”, when the BungeniPortal service is used, including the ones that
create each section of the Portal and also the workflowable documents management
code.
Because the package is too complex, Figure 3.6 is an attempt to create a better under-
standing of it.
Analizing the Figure 3.6 it is possible to infer some understanding about this part of
the Bungeni Parliamentary System.
Breaking apart the diagram a brief description of the interactors, follow:
bungeni.core.app
The main class is of this component (or interactor in this case) is AppSetup. This
class is the factory adapter for the BungeniApp (IBungeniApplication) and setups
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bungeni bungeni.server.startup: application factory
bungeni.core.App.AppSetup: setUpbungeni.core.app.BungeniApp
ore.wsgiapp.app.Application
bungeni.ui.workspace_archive.WorkspaceArchiveView
bungeni.ui.calendar.CalendarView
bungeni.core.content.Sectionbungeni.core.content.QueryContent
bungeni.models.queries
sections
workspace_archive
query
start
calendar factory
application_factory
Figure 3.6: Bungeni.core interaction Diagram
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the the application, by creating indexes for each content and add the previously
created to the “indexer” object that wraps Xapian [39]. It also creates the names
that will relate to the URL’s used by the “Dispatcher” service, implemented by
Paster.
Portal is composed of sections, that were listed previously. These sections are
based on four classes, depending on the content or role of a user in the system.
Namely they are:
bungeni.core.content.Section
It is an OrderedContainer [48], a Zope3 folder like class in which the contents
are kept ordered. For example “National Assembly”, “Business”, “Members” are
Section contents. Usually the OrderedContainers are Persistent objects (in Zope
sense) but in this case they are not stored at all.
bungeni.core.content.QueryContent
It is an object at which is attached a function performing SQL queries. In a basic
sense it acts and retrieves the content of a query.
bungeni.ui.calendar.CalendarView
Browser type of view page that provides calendar functionalities, by the means of
a special date time control.
bungeni.ui.workspace.archive.WorkspaceArchiveView
Browser type of federated view page that provides access to a set of functionalities
related to the work of Clerks.
BungeniCMS
The BungeniCMS contains the general materials of the Bungeni Parliamentary System.
It is the content management part of the system. This part of the system is developed
in Plone2 [40], which is a rich a Content Management System, built on top of Zope3 Web
Application. According to the site: “Plone is among the top 2 per cent of all open source
projects worldwide, and has the best security track record of any major CMS.”, thus proving
it to be suitable for an E-Government Platform. Since Plone is flexible, new features can
be easily added to BungeniCMS, like for example a Blog system for the members of the
Parliament. This module is of vital importance, because as the name implies it is where the
information is managed, and an E-Government platform is only needed and used when there
is information to be shared with the citizens. The BungeniCMS synchronizes the relational
and XML object database and is responsible for the information that shows on BungeniPortal.
BungeniCMS also provides a set of functionalities which are designed to:
• Allow a large number of people to contribute to and share stored contents, via RSS and
sharing digital content;
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• Control access to contents, based on permissions or (Roles);
• User roles or group membership define what each user can do (not only edit and view);
• Improve communication between users using comments on contents;
• Publication workflow and versioning support;
The CMS can hold various contents: documents, events, news, pictures, legislative content,
attached files, etc. The information architecture is organized in a tree structure:
• How we work;
• Rules and regulations;
• How parliament works;
• Seating plan;
• Administrative;
• Reference material;
• History of parliament;
• Online resources;
• Useful links;
• Picture gallery;
• Have your say;
• Vote in the election;
• Become an member of parliament;
• Present a petition;
• Visit parliament.
3.3.5 Workflow System
Workflows Introduction
In the Bungeni Parliamentary System, there is the existence of certain legislative docu-
ments that use workflows. A workflow can be seen as a set of small tasks that need to be
accomplished before a document reaches its final state.
To facilitate reader’s understanding, an example is provided in the form of a workflow that
this document has passed. In Figure 3.7 a roughly workflow is demonstrated as a collection of
(small tasks) states that must be done for the approval of a University de Aveiro Dissertation.
The candidate must write a document similiar to this in structure, send it to revision by the
Professor in charge before Submission. After that the candidate can be Approved or Fail, but
notice that to be Approved a candidate cannot go from Writing to this final state.
A workflow for legislative content works the same way, with a difference on the number
of states and the type of document.
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Figure 3.7: Workflow Example
Bungeni Parliamentary System Workflows
Workflowable Documents or commonly named workflows, are defined in the system by
using XML files accordingly to certain specifications.
The modules that provide management of workflows on the system are 3.
First the bungeni.core.workflows component where there are configurations, factories and
definitions of workflows used in the site.
The second module is bungeni.capi and basically is a “parsing” module, for new work-
flowable documents structure that can be submitted on the system. Inside this module there
is a schema file written in RELAX NG [49] language. This schema file is used by a parser
program to compare if the grammatic contained on a workflow file is valid.
Lastly the bungeni.models, where the structure modelling, access to the documents and
integration with the relational database is done. Figure 3.8 follows to grant a visual aid and
comprehension.
The system is already packed with some workflows that despite being fully functional are
only usable to a certain degree of granularity, due to different countries and policies around
the legislative process. These workflows are more suited to be used as examples and a good
starting point to begin the process of more detailed workflow production, following a set of
instructions [50]. Namely the ones present on the default system are:
• motion;
• bill;
• question;
• tabled documents;
• bicameral document.
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Figure 3.8: Workflows on bungeni.core
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All these types of documents are available in both Lower and Higher House, without any
change in the structure, hence the simplification opposed to the repetition.
The Bungeni Parliamentary System is really flexible on this part, by allowing the change
or creation of new parliamentary documents to be workflowed.
When a new workflow is inserted into the system it needs to be restarted in order to be
able to use it, otherwise it will not appear and thus is as it never existed.
Workflow Structure
A workflow definition file can be broke up into 3 major blocks:
1. states;
2. transitions;
3. permissions.
States
A state is a stage like a moment that a document must undergo. On the example
provided on Figure 3.7: Writing, Revision, Submission, Approved and Fail are the
states.
A transition is the connection between states. On the example, transitions are the
arrows that construct the path that a document must undergo between states. Transi-
tions, imply on a lighter note a restriction, by not allowing a document to follow states
as desired but following an obligatory set of rules before completion.
To formalize, if a workflow is treated as a digraph, then edges are transitions and nodes
are states.
Finally, permissions are defined by facets and allows. A facet is a permission mechanism
that informs the system of which users have access to a document on certain state.
Facets can be created on the system and have some level of complexity by allowing a
description of several users accesses to states. Some facets are created on the system with
the principle that they will be used in more than on type of document, thus taking away
the need to repeat configuration code. Allows, are the general permission instructions
and can be found in either the workflow body or inside facets. On the workflow body,
they describe the permissions by the users of the system on the management of a
document that uses that workflow. For example an allow can grant general permissions
for a clerk to be able to generate new documents of that workflow, but only allow a
member of parliament to view and not edit it. Inside facets, allows work in the same
way, by preventing or allowing changes on the document that can happen in the state
where the facet was declared.
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3.3.6 Flow of Information
Using the component diagram presented on Figure 3.1, a normal flow of information
can be established and represented in Figure 3.9 for a better understanding of the Bungeni
Parliamentary System information flowing.
Giving the example of a citizen that browses the system to have information about a
“Motion” and wants a digital copy of the document, an explanation about the data flow
through the different components of the system, from the browser to the final information, is
provided.
A regular citizen opens the browser and types in the URL of his local Bungeni Parliamen-
tary System. The browser communicates with the Web Server of the Bungeni Parliamentary
System (WSGI) which will ask for a “Theme” for the Website in BungeniCMS. The calls are
made via URL and for BungeniCMS its application is called as are the “Static Resources”
to theme the content that comes from BungeniCMS. When all the rules are applied in the
“Theme Delivering Module” the Website appears on the browser, and the user may start his
research.
After that, the citizen wants to have information about the agenda of a specific day. Using
the graphical interface, the citizen selects the “Business” option and the browser sends the
request using the previously reffered mechanism of “Theme Delivering”, but this time the
URL’s contain another destination, the “BungeniPortal”. The “BungeniPortal”, will send a
SQL Query to the “Bungeni DB”, to find out which events are happening on the chosen date.
Data is delivered from “Bungeni DB” to the “BungeniPortal”, which is then converted to
HTML and themed until it arrives again on the browser.
After finding out what is being discussed on that specific date, the citizen wants to down-
load a digital copy of a document that is scheduled for discussion. The user accesses the
information provided in the last flow, and this time requests a download operation on “Bun-
geniPortal”. The data coming to download is stored on “Exist”, so after the “Dispatcher”
points to the “BungeniPortal” the later will send an XML Exist query to the “Exist” mod-
ule and waits for the data retrieval. When the data is retrieved, inside “BungeniPortal” an
operation to transform the data into a PDF file is executed, and after completion the file is
sent to the browser, for citizen viewing.
3.3.7 System Deployment
Like stated before on the document, the deployment of the components is made via su-
pervisord, either using the graphical interface or the Fabric commands on a Terminal. The
starter supervisord configuration lies on the file supervisord.conf, a file with structure similar
to Microsoft Windows INI files. Using this file one can see what deployment is gonna be done
in therms of Bungeni Parliamentary System components, like the Figure 3.10 shows.
The main components to be deployed are:
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• program:portal;
• program:plone;
• program:bungeni;
• program:postgres;
• program:openoffice.
Some other components were briefly stated previously on the document and include:
• program:exist;
• program:exist-sync;
• program:rabbitmq.
One final component that wasn’t discussed is varnish [51], which though it helps the Bungeni
Parliamentary System to have a better performance it is not necessary for the good behavior
of the system. Varnish is a library to implement a cache mechanism on the system. It
speeds up query retrieval by previously indexing results to recent accessed content and also
by elevated number of requests to an object.
Paster Deployment
Applications are reachable through Paster, that implements the “Dispatcher” module as
previously stated in 3.3.2. Paster serves applications based on the WSGI interface using the
HTTP protocol.
Configuration files are spread in the system, and some have a higher complexity, by
interacting with not only the component being deployed, but also with other components
that relate to it.
For instance, the configuration file for program “portal” has a “main” section that defines a
pipeline which filters requests through deliverance (3.3.2) and serves a great amount of specific
application related URL’s. This configuration file despite relating mainly to “program:portal”
also makes changes on the deployment of the “Dispatcher”, due to URL’s mapping, and also
“Theme Delivering”.
By default in the configuration files, the URL’s used by Paster to call the applications are
defined as in the list below. Because paster works over HTTP and replies to requests using
WSGI, this means that the same interfaces can be accessed by a regular browser and are not
fully protected.
List of application URL’s:
• / = plone;
• /plone = plone;
• /bungeni = bungeni;
• /members = members;
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• /business = business;
• /business/whats-on = whatson;
• /archive = archive;
• /calendar = calendar;
• /admin = admin;
• /workspace archive = workspace archive;
• /static = static.
program:bungeni
Bungeni Portal is accessible through paster with the deploy.ini configuration file. The
mapping is made using two URL’s, ’/’ and ’/cache’. The first is the real access to the
“Bungeni Portal” on ’/’, a two way connector to a repoze.who [52] based middleware for
authentication and the server execution application. The server application uses ore.wsgiapp.
Ore.wsgiapp according to the documentation provided on the development site “allows
one to bootstrap a zope3 environment as a wsgi application without a ZODB and site.zcml is
the zope 3 instance configuration”. This means in a simple way that ore.wsgiapp will provide
a place for indexing the application headers mapped on URL’s so that they can be accessed
via Paster.
Configuration for the access configuration and mapping are done via Zope Configuration
Markup Language files (ZCML).
program:plone
As stated on 3.3.4, BungeniCMS is based on Plone and it is accessed through paster by
means of a deployment file. WSGI works by dispatching requests in the Bungeni Parliamen-
tary System, part of which are replied to Plone. Plone “per se” is not capable of replying web
requests, so attached to it there is a ZOPE instance. The BungeniCMS is the “site” instance
of Plone in the root of Zope.
To clarify, ZOPE (Z Object Publishing Environment) is an application server and Plone is
a Content Management System which is built on top of Zope that on its way relies on WSGI
to feed requests.
3.3.8 Security and Access Control
Technologies Used
repoze.who
repoze.who is an identification and authentication framework for arbitrary WSGI appli-
cations. repoze.who can be configured either as WSGI middleware or as an API for use
by an application. repoze.who is inspired by Zope2’s Pluggable Authentication Service
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(PAS) (but repoze.who is not dependent on Zope in any way; it is useful for any WSGI
application). It provides no facility for authorization (ensuring whether a user can or
cannot perform the operation implied by the request). This is considered to be the
domain of the WSGI application [46].
OAuth Standard
The OAuth authorization framework enables a third-party application to obtain limited
access to an HTTP service, either on behalf of a resource owner by orchestrating an
approval interaction between the resource owner and the HTTP service, or by allowing
the third-party application to obtain access on its own behalf. In a way it simulates the
Single Sign On Principle.
Access Control - Roles
Roles are virtual titles given to users on Information Systems. The access control is
controlled by the use of these virtual titles, and its rules define what users have access to
which object or resource. Roles are a metaphor to what happens in real life with the granted
titles. For example, if a citizen as the title of janitor in the bank, it is only normal that he
gets reported to security if he tries to be inside the banks safe. On the other hand, if a citizen
has the title of bank manager the security will most probably not be alarmed.
This metaphor is used throughout Internet and local applications has a mean to restrict
and grant correct access control.
In the Bungeni Parliamentary System almost everything in flexible and can be created or
modified. Access control is no exception. The Default System is already packed with a few
roles. To state a few of the most important:
• Administrator;
• Clerk;
• Speaker;
• Member of Parliament;
• Member of Government.
The roles relate how the system works and how it is presented. For example, a user with
the Administrator role, after a successful login is redirected to a completely different graphical
interface from users that have roles such as Member of Parliament or Clerk. This is access
control in action on the system.
Other type of access control can happen on the access to workflows (3.3.5). Despite sharing
the same graphical interface (workspace) upon successful login, both Clerk and Member of
Parliament roles can have different access control when it regards the behavior of workflows.
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As stated before, workflows have configuration files in which access control can be managed
through facets and allows. This way, for example, a Member of Parliament may be only
able to view a workflow that a Clerk has permissions to edit or vice versa, depending on the
workflow configurations.
Roles creating is flexible and dynamic, but is done on the file system, by adding Roles
and the direct description that will be visible on the graphical interface. On the graphical
interface an Administrator user can only associate already created users with already created
Roles profiles. An Administrator user has not the ability to create new Roles on the graphical
interface. When a new role is inserted into the system it needs to be restarted in order to be
able to use it, otherwise it will not appear and thus is as it never existed.
3.4 Customizations Folder
The customizations folder, built in the system, is the core of dynamic customizations on
the Bungeni Parliamentary System. It is the location where all the files and templates to ac-
commodate different realities of countries are represented. It is the folder where configuration
files to document workflows, roles, forms and layout themes are stored.
Thanks to this only folder the system can be deployed, in the National Assemblies of
all countries, using the same deployment steps (which now consist in using Debian based
packages). After the installation a country’s reality can be modelled according to workflows
and roles that apply locally in a dynamic fashion. This eases, for instance, migrating through
different servers.
In a scenario where a server develops connection problems, this folder can be copied and
used on a new deployed system, without having to make internal system configurations. This
also means that a country’s National Assembly reality needs to be only modelled once.
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Chapter 4
Documents Workflow Edition
4.1 Introduction
On the course of over one year, since the entrance on the project and starting the de-
velopment of the work, the Bungeni Parliamentary System suffered an enormous process of
changes. On a daily basis, implementation would change sometimes hourly. Though the base
of the system was already built, there were minor problems to fix and be thoroughly tested.
Often communication with the development team was done to address some troubles that
were not expected at first. The workflow management system was one of the troublesome
parts of the system, because when it was built it was meant to have just a set of static docu-
ments. After some iterations of testing and report to the developing team, a few fixes to the
code were provided to them and also some locations where the code had problems, so that
the pinpoint and resolution could be more effective and efficient.
In the middle of February, beginning of March of 2013, the system changed back to its
roots to accommodate, countries that have two types of chambers (Lower House and Higher
House). Once again, participation as one active tester was performed, providing feedback,
problem locations and also fixes. Though the implementation was not changed directly during
the work, some installation problems were detected and solved during it, as well as some
advice on the substitution of a python package server. On the system repository there is also
documentation relative to the process of workflows and legislation mapping, that was done
with the supervision of the Professors involved.
To summarize, given the facts, contribution to parts of the system was provided and as
well as a “first costumer” feedback, to the developers team.
In this chapter the development of a tool, to help increase productivity on the production
of workflows is presented. Other content related to the developed work is also explained.
Since the configurations are written in XML files, a prototype idea to create a user friendly
tool that could create the configurations without typing errors and wrong logic emerged. The
need to create such a tool appeared and is explained in the next section of the Document, using
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a real World workflow, allowing the demonstrate the complex process behind the production
of this type of content.
4.2 A Workflow Creation
Part of the Bungeni project that involved the University of Aveiro, was to modelate real
country legislation workflows on the Bungeni Parliamentary System. One of the countries
that showed great interest in this platform was Sao Tome and Principe. Sao Tome, provided
us with the data needed to be able to understand the workflow process behind a great majority
of Parliamentary documents. Based on the data provided, and consulting official documents
such as the Constitution [53], and also in the regiment of the National Assembly [54] the team
was able to start the creation of the workflow for the bill project - Projeto de Lei (PDL).
The process of producing the workflow was not direct and had some iterations between
the Aveiro team and the “Assembleia da Repu´blica”. Aveiro provided the knowledge of the
Bungeni System and the “Assembleia” shared the legislation knowledge in what concerns the
steps that a PDL can undergo before completion.
Often iterations lasted for weeks. This was due to the fact that workflows are mapped by
using XML files, following a schema. On the time the team started developing the workflow,
there was no available tool to speed up the process. Just the use of Kate text editor which
can help by storing previously used words on cache, making the writing less prone to error.
Everything else was written by hand, and took several hours.
The team started the process using the “bill” workflow (embedded in the Bungeni System),
that is intended to be used as an example or starting point to develop custom workflows. By
using a tool developed by the development team and enhanced by me, results of the workflow
were provided on PNG (Portable Network Graphics) files.
The task list to create or modify a workflow was divided in the following steps:
1. understand and map the states and transitions on paper
2. write the XML configurations
3. compile the result, if the compiling was not successful return to point 2 was obligatory
4. visualize the flow of information provided on the PNG files, could lead to point 2
5. analyse legislation and workflow accordance, could lead to point 1 or 2
6. test the workflow on the system
7. present the final result to the “Assembleia da Repu´blica”, and wait for feedback. If
there were alterations to be done, start at point 1 again
Following this process and with several alterations along the creation of the workflow,
many hours were spent between points 2 and 4, and later also 5. The team took almost two
months to develop this workflow that had 91 states, opposed to the the original bill which had
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35 states. More than often, states needed to be decomposed in smaller states after received
feedback to augment the granularity of the workflow. These alterations usually meant that
states needed to be disconnected in the middle of the workflow and connected again to new
states, before every change was complete. This meant skipping from state to state manually,
erasing configurations, creating new ones always keeping track on what the final result should
look like.
It is in this context that the idea of a tool that could easily automate the mapping of
a document workflow, to the Bungeni system, emerged. This tool would allow ease on the
writing of the XML files used in the configurations, by the system.
4.3 Developed Tool Overview
The developed tool or workflow editor, intends to increase productivity on the creation
and management of workflows inside the Bungeni Parliamentary System. As seen before the
creation of a workflow is a task prone to errors and so, a higher degree of automation of code
could reduce this fact. To part of the Bungeni Parliamentary System, this tool should be
developed using only open source software mantaining the philosophy of the system, which is
completely developed under open source licensing.
The workflow editor should address a set of functionalities described further in the doc-
ument, but on a general rule, the existence of such a tool should save a great number of
hours spent between modelling a workflow and testing it. This is achieved by automation of
the XML code that it will produce, which is already in concordance with the XML Schemas
implemented on the system, minimizing writing and syntax errors. The edition will be done
in a graphical interface with minimum keyboard input.
4.3.1 Server Side Overview
The server side of the application is where all the logic and functionalities are implemented.
The workflow editor was written using the approach of a “thin client”, relegating all the
processing of information to this part of the tool. Thus making the server busy, it is a better
approach in this case, because it saves every change produced on the workflow on the server
and not on javascript variables which have the tendency to be more volatile. This part of the
tool was developed in python.
4.3.2 Client Side Overview
The client side of the application, can be seen as the graphical interface (provided in the
form of a web application), with which the user or actors will interact. It has minimal logic
implemented, regarding only graphical information.
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4.4 Requirements Analysis
4.4.1 Stakeholders
Stakeholders of the developed tool can be seen as all the countries that are interested
in implementing the Bungeni Parliamentary System in their National Assemblies, namely
the African Countries. The collection of stakeholders can be seen in a broad way as all the
National Assemblies clerks that interact with the Bungeni System, because the tool will allow
to speed the modelling of workflows. In a specific way, the actors that model the workflows
are the direct stakeholders on the development of this tool.
4.4.2 Architectural Requirements
The workflow editor, should be developed in a modular form, being independent from the
code of the Bungeni Parliamentary System. The Bungeni Parliamentary System, should not
have dependencies on the implementation of the workflow editor. Both tools should exist
in a “symbiotic” relationship, not depending from each other, but taking advantage of the
functionalities provided from one another. The modular approach will help in the embedding
of the workflow editor in a debian package.
4.4.3 Functional Requirements
The workflow editor needs to address a collection of functionalities to be able to be con-
sidered a valuable tool:
• it should provide access to previously created system workflows for edition only pur-
poses;
• the tool should allow creation and edition of properties or constraints that provide access
control;
• a document having a scheme and properties of a document, should be created and
provided in PDF form.
Use Cases
Actors
Only one actor was identified to describe the possible uses cases of the workflow editor. It will
be named User henceforward. The User is the person whose task is to create a new document
workflow using the tool, or also import and modify already existent workflows.
The Figure 4.1 represents the Use Cases of the workflow Editor.
Import Workflow
Allows the user to import an already created workflow from the Bungeni Parliamentary
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Download PDF
Import Workflow
User
<<Include>> <<Include>> <<Include>>
Figure 4.1: Workflow Editor: Use Cases Diagram
System, in order to use it as a starting point to develop another or just to edit the
properties of it.
Actor: User
Workflow:
1. The user clicks the button assigned to that functionality
2. The user is prompted with a dialog asking the name of the workflow which should
be imported
3. After introduction the graphical interface communicates with the backend appli-
cation asking for the workflow
4. The workflow is loaded from XML, parsed to JSON and sent to the graphical
interface
5. The JSON object is parsed and a diagram of the workflow is created as well as the
collection of its properties in the user interface
Expected Results:
• Fully formed information retrieved from a previously created workflow
• In case of the BackEnd not finding the workflow, the interface produces an error
New State
Allows the user to create a new state on the workflow, as well as editing the properties
and access control of such state.
Actor: User
Workflow:
1. The user clicks the button assigned to that functionality
2. The user is prompted with a dialog asking the name of the state that should be
created, alongside with its properties
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3. Inside the logic of the interface the state is added to the workflow diagram and
controls to access its properties are created
Expected Results:
• New workflow state produced
New Transition
Allows the user to create a new transition between states on the workflow, as well as
editing the properties and access control of such transition.
Actor: User
Workflow:
1. The user clicks the button assigned to that functionality
2. The user is prompted with a dialog asking the name of the transition that should
be created, alongside with its properties
3. The user clicks the states (first the source state and secondly the destination state)
4. Inside the logic of the interface the transition is added to the workflow diagram,
which is updated, and controls to access its properties are created
Expected Results:
• New workflow transition produced
Remove Transition
Allows the user to remove a transition between states on the workflow, as well as deleting
the properties and access control of such transition.
Actor: User
Workflow:
1. The user clicks a state which, is connected to the transition which he wants to
delete, on the list of states
2. The list of states connected to that state appears
3. The user clicks on the button that deletes the transition
4. Inside the logic of the interface the transition is deleted in the workflow diagram,
which is updated, and controls to access its properties are also deleted
Expected Results:
• Workflow transition deleted, on the diagram, as well as controls associated with it
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Remove State
Allows the user to remove a state from the workflow, as well as deleting the properties
and access control of such state.
Actor: User
Workflow:
1. The user clicks the button associated with that functionality
2. The user clicks the state to be removed on the diagram
3. Inside the logic of the interface the state is deleted in the workflow diagram, which
is updated, and controls to access its properties are also deleted
Expected Results:
• Workflow state deleted, on the diagram, as well as controls associated with it
Export Workflow
Allows the user to export the workflow to the backend or server side, in order to produce
the XML configurations of a workflow according to the Bungeni Parliamentary System
specifications.
Actor: User
Workflow:
1. After being satisfied with a workflow, the user clicks on the button assigned to
that functionality
2. The user is prompted with a dialog box, asking the name for which the created
workflow will be referred to
3. The graphical interface communicates with the backend sending the information
needed to produce the workflow in JSON format
4. The backend produces the XML files needed to implement the workflow on the
Bungeni Parliamentary System.
5. The backend produces and retrieves a link from which the user can access the PDF
file containing the documentation
Expected Results:
• Retrieving of a PDF file with the documentation of the workflow
• Creation of the XML files needed to implement a workflow in the Bungeni Parlia-
mentary System
• If the communication with the backend fails, or an error occurs in the processing
of the workflow the interface produces an error
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4.4.4 Non-functional Requirements
Non-functional requirements are types of requirements that don’t have a direct reflection
on the tasks or functionalities that the tool can provide. A list of these types of requirements,
follows:
• the tool should be developed in the programmatic language on which the system was
developed, for future integration, being it python;
• it should have a user interface, created as a web based application;
• the tool should provide, on real time, a scheme or diagram, presenting the states and
corresponding transitions of the being edited workflow.
4.4.5 Design Requirements
The use of python language is justifiable by being easier to incorporate and embedded
this tool on the system using the WSGI standard provided by the dispatcher service. To be
also platform independent, the tool should have a graphical interface provided in the form of
a web application.
4.5 Architecture
From the beginning of the idea and formalization of the concept to develop a tool to help
and support the creation of a workflow in an automated form, it was intended to be supplied
as part of the Bungeni Parliamentary System. The tool should be incorporated on the system
using the WSGI standar provided by the dispatcher service.
The tool can be broken down in two major blocks:
1. a BackEnd application:
• developed in python;
2. a FrontEnd or Web application:
• developed using simple web frameworks based on javascript.
Communication between the two components is made by the use of web services specially
created to implement the features of the tool. These web services have a REST like interface,
provided by Bottle and WSGI. Figure 4.2.
4.5.1 Flow of Information
The flow of information between FrontEnd and BackEnd follows the same pattern along
all the interactions with one another, and can be seen in Figure 4.3. As seen on the figure,
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Figure 4.2: Components Diagram of the Workflow Development Tool
Backend(Applications/Services)Backend (server)Browser
User
1.1.1.1.1: JSON 1.1.1.1: WSGI (JSON)
1.1.1: WSGI1.1: AJAX Call
1: Interaction
Figure 4.3: Flow of Information Between the Workflow Editor Components
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Figure 4.4: Workflow Editor Integration in the Bungeni Parliamentary System
every connection from the user interface (Brontend) is made using AJAX calls and every
return from the BacKEnd to the interface is done using JSON objects. This happens because
the bottlePy API for python provides ease on the exchange of information in this type of
serialized object.
4.5.2 Deployment
The workflow editor will be integrated with the Bungeni Parliamentary System, following
the principle already applied in other services that are present in the system. To provide
an ease on the perception, the Figure 4.4 presents the components of the workflow editor
embedded on the Bungeni Parliamentary System.
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It is easy to assume from the figure that, the BackEnd will only be accessible after being
activated by the dispatcher service.
4.6 Development
4.6.1 Technologies Overview
Over the course of the development of the tool, the used technologies suffered a trial before
usage. Although not all the technologies are used on the final product, it makes sense to name
them on the cause that they provided points on understanding difficulties and features that
the tool needed to address.
Twitter Bootstrap [55]
Described as “Sleek, intuitive, and powerful mobile first front-end framework for faster
and easier web development.” the twitter bootstrap is a collection of pre-made sets of
objects in HTML5 and their corresponding applicable styles defined on CSS (Cascading
Style Sheet) files. It is fully responsive.
jsPlumb [56]
jsPlumb provides means for a developer to visually connect elements on their web pages.
It uses SVG or Canvas in modern browsers, and VML on IE 8 and below.
Liviz.js [57]
Liviz.js is a DHTML based “dot” tool of GraphViz (Graph Visualization Software [58].
It was previously named JSVIZ, and basically tries to implement GraphViz visualization
of objects on browser. The objects are described in “dot” language and presented as
SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics).
jQuery [59]
Query is a fast, small, and feature-rich JavaScript library. It makes things like HTML
document traversal and manipulation, event handling, animation, and Ajax much sim-
pler with an easy-to-use API that works across a multitude of browsers.
raphael-pan-zoom [60]
This plugin enables pan and zoom functionality to a Raphael [61] paper. It works by
applying linear transformations to the SVG objects, creating the illusion that pan and
zoom are real.
pydot [62]
Python interface to Graphviz’s [58] “dot”. This module provides a full interface to
create handle modify and process graphs in Graphviz’s dot language. Because pydot is
only an interface, Graphviz must be installed on the host system for it to succeed.
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Figure 4.5: First Prototype: Small Workflow Example
Bottle [63]
Bottle is a fast, simple and lightweight WSGI micro web-framework for Python. It
is distributed as a single file module and has no dependencies other than the Python
Standard Library. This makes it easier to understand and also lightweight on the
operations. Provides convenient access to form data, file uploads, cookies, headers and
other HTTP-related metadata. Makes routing possible by using the WSGI standard.
PyFPDF [64]
PyFPDF is a library for PDF document generation under Python. Its main features
are the code simplicity to produce quality PDF files, and also provide the possibility to
configure the styling output of the files via HTML.
4.6.2 First Prototype
A prototype started being developed using a “backend” programmed on Python so that
it could be later introduced as part as the Bungeni Parliamentary System. The “frontend” or
graphical interface, used jsPlumb to display the objects on a SVG canvas within a browser.
Interaction and location of objects was done using drag and drop and the design was intuitive.
To use with workflows that had just a few states this implementation would be sufficient,
Figure 4.5.
The big problem arose later. When trying to escalate to more complex workflows (such as
the “motion” workflow provided on the Bungeni Parliamentary System). This approach be-
came unusable, because the the jsPlumb framework did not have an “auto layout” method to
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Figure 4.6: First Prototype: Complex Workflow Example
balance the position of the states and optimize the paths made by the arrows of the transitions
to not cross other objects. The tool became inoperable on these conditions, Figure 4.6.
In order to solve this problem a web service was developed to calculate the optimal posi-
tions of the states, based on orthogonal layouts [65]. The web service would receive the list of
states and transitions and use a interface to Graphviz to acquire optimal location coordinates,
returning them to the browser so that the objects could be drawn on the canvas. Although it
made a great increase on the perception of the drawn workflow it still did not satisfy the min-
imum requisites of visualization, because the arrows would go across the states, Figure 4.7.
The failure of the first attempt developed the need to think in therms of the graph itself
being drawn and not only the usability. For experience, Graphviz had supplied quality graphs
with good perception by calculating the optimal positions of the stages and the bending on the
transition arrows. This bending was not allowed in jsPlumb, so the prototype was abandoned
to create a new one.
4.6.3 Second Prototype
The second prototype was developed focusing on a tool that was able to emulate the results
of Graphviz on a browser canvas. Liviz-js was used to achieve this behaviour successfully.
Although the canvas was also a SVG object on this framework, the objects on its content
were static. There was the option to make them draggable like in the first prototype, but
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Figure 4.7: First Prototype: After Coordinates Optimization
after studying the consequences a conclusion that it would rise complexity problems, and even
difficult the usability of the tool, was obvious. Instead, a new interface was studied. This
new graphical approach would be almost completely point and click, opposed to the drag and
drop approach of the first prototype.
The upper menu would have buttons to inform the tool of the operation being handled
at the moment. The left menu would be an accordion with the information of the transitions
mapped on the canvas, and the rest of the screen would be the canvas to work. The canvas
would be interactive, making for example the creation of a new transition as simple as clicking
two or more states.
The new approach was tested, and once again as similar to the first prototype once the
workflows produced got more complex the tool became unusable. The undesired behaviour
was being forced by our solution for the problems in the first prototype, the introduction
of Liviz-js. Liviz-js, being a pure Graphviz interpretor receives the data (provided in “dot”
format) and builds the graphs with absolute coordinates, before returning them to the canvas
for displaying. In more complex workflows their corresponding graphs would not fit the
screen, and would only be accessible using the native browser zoom. There was a need for a
library that allowed the use of pan and zoom in SVG objects. This need was filled using the
raphael-pan-zoom library that allows to zoom and pan in raphaelis [61] SVG objects. After
the conversion of the Liviz canvas to a raphaelis SVG object the tool was scalable to any type
of workflows not depending on their complexity.
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4.6.4 Final Product
The final product, was developed based on the second prototype. A general overview
can be seen in Figure 4.8. It kept the left menu in which the states of the workflow are
located. Upon click, the menu, which is in fact an accordion, opens its node and reveals the
connections to which the selected state is linked, or has transitions with.
On the right side of the screen a graph is shown representing each step and transition
of the modelled workflow. It is possible to see that when there is the existence of a great
quantity of states and transitions, the tool becomes unusable. To treat this problem a mouse
scroll wheel, and top controls signalized by plus and minus characters, allow a direct control
of the zoom feature.
The buttons on the top row of the page control the edition methods.
The button ”Propriedades” (Properties) allow the user to insert general properties of the
workflow, like the title of the document, or the system roles that have a access to the workflow.
It also controls the workflow features, which are actions that can be done with a document
of the type of the workflow being created.
The button ”Novo Estado” (New State), creates a new state of the workflow.
The button ”Nova Ligac¸a˜o” (New Connection), allows to create a new workflow transition
of state, by clicking in to states on the graph, to create a visual connection.
The button ”Importac¸a˜o” (Import), allows the user to import directly a workflow from
the Bungeni System, defined in xml format. This feature also imports states and connection
properties.
The button ”Exportar Documento” (Export Document), sends the drawn workflow to the
python backend, via JSon object and ajax calls. Once on the backend it produces a PDF sent
to the user and stores an XML file with the configuration of a Bungeni workflow.
The button ”Remove Estado” (Removes State), waits for the user to click in a state and
then erases it from the graph or workflow representation.
The button ”Reset” (Reset), as the name implies, resets the drawn of the workflow, back
to a white canvas.
On the bottom of the drawing canvas, there are two buttons. These buttons allow for
history tracking.
The button ”Desfazer” (Undo) allow the user to cancel the previous action performed
on the drawing, whilst the button ”Refazer” (Redo) allow the user to do the contrary. This
contrary in this case is to redo a previously cancelled drawing action.
As is possible to see in Figure 4.9, the zoom feature was used successfully to access only
the part of the workflow that was relevant at the moment. Due to the existence of nearby
states, that can get the user lost, the state highlights in a yellow color if its corresponding
node on the accordion is hovered. This feature allows for better human eye location when
states are located to nearby of each other.
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Regarding the connections or transitions of state, the same help is provided through the
accordion. When a node is clicked, the list of connected states to that node is displayed.
Upon the hovering of ”Opc¸o˜es”, of a state that is connected to the opened node, the transi-
tion highlights on the graph and the corresponding label, in text form, is augmented. This
behaviour can be seen on Figure 4.10. This hovering element also allows the user to access
the edition of the connection properties.
Producing the XML file and visual aid, through a PDF file, both displayed in the appendix,
this tool proves to be time saving in the production of Bungeni workflows.
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Chapter 5
Results and Conclusion
5.1 Introduction
This chapter sums up the results of the developed work and the analysis that was made
relative to the Bungeni Parliament System.
5.2 Bungeni Parliamentary System in the context of African
e-Government
The Bungeni Parliamentary System as analyzed before, is a tool to support legislative doc-
uments management. The system is developed using open-source tools and is open-code and
free. As seen on chapter one, Africa struggles to implement a full framework of e-Government
services due to social economical problems. In the last decade, its e-Government developing
index was always bellow 0.3. Since the problem is mostly economical, e-Government services
such as the Bungeni Parliamentary System are a good method of improving at the mini-
mum citizen relationship with local parliaments. Due to its open source nature it can be
appropriated and located for virtually every African country.
African countries as those whose official language is Portuguese, are bellow and over the
general average of the continent when the e-Government Development Index is referred to.
As seen before, Mozambique (0.23) is located lower than the general average (0.27), while
Angola and Sao Tome and Principe are well over, having approximately 0.33. Cape Verde
and Guinea-Bissau are both on the opposite sides of the spectrum, the first having an index
of 0.42 and the last 0.19. These countries don’t have a support to electronic law making
or legislature, and some of them have their sites located on Brazil servers. The Bungeni
Parliamentary System has a Portal, that can be fully customized and have embedded links
that refer other e-Government services simultaneously to their development. So other services
already available in these countries would not be affected and would even be centralized and
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easier to find.
To summarize, due to its generic capabilities and configurations, the Bungeni Parliamen-
tary System would be a low cost asset to improve the E-Government Development Index
of these countries. Even Cape Verde could benefit from the usage of this system, despite
having a great development index when compared to the others because of the e-law making
platform.
5.3 Document Workflow Edition
Nowadays developing a new workflow can be time consuming and also complex, due to
the different configurations that must be done in the XML files. The tasks to follow in order
to create a workflow were already reffered in Chapter 3, and can be very time consuming,
especially when developing a document with many states and transitions.
The workflow editor, aims and helps to produce workflows in an amount of time that is
not comparable. On average a workflow implementation can take up to one month or two,
depending on the complexity. Although great part of the time is spent mapping the workflow
before implementing it in the system, many hours and even days are spent writing the XML
files. Using the workflow editor same results can be accomplished in a matter of hours or
even minutes, depending on the complexity of the workflow, once the proper modelling is
accorded between the members of the legislative team. This time reduction in the modelling
of the workflow can be explained due to the user interface, because only clicks are performed,
instead of a repetitive process in which a visual result was only possible at the end.
5.4 Future Work
The future work in this case is regarding the Bungeni Parliamentary System, that should
have a complete set of tests done to its functionalities, in order to understand the fragilities
and problems of the services. Only with a complete set of tests the system can be exposed
and rewritten, if that is the case, in seldom modules.
Some future work, would also be expand the Bungeni System to accommodate other types
of E-Government services, centralizing the information and turning it into a country Portal.
Regarding the Workflow Editor, it could be redesigned to maximize productivity and to
allow only the creation of workflows by registered system users, using the O-Auth service of
Bungeni. It could also evolve and become a full configuration tool for the System, since the
majority of the configurations is done by XML files editing. Since the Bungeni Parliamentary
System has dictionaries and tools to translate the system between different languages, this
tool should also follow that pattern.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 XML Code Generated by the Workflow Editor
This is an example of the XML code, produced by the workflow editor. It represents a
configuration file for the Bungeni Parliament System, to draw the workflow represented on
Figure A.1.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<workflow permissions=".View .Edit .Add .Delete" title="dissert">
<allow permission=".Edit" role="bungeni.Speaker" />
<allow permission=".Add" role="bungeni.Speaker" />
<feature action="schedule" enabled="true" />
<feature action="notification" enabled="true" />
<feature action="signatory" enabled="true" />
<feature action="attachment" enabled="true" />
<feature action="workspace" enabled="true" />
<feature action="download" enabled="true" />
<feature action="event" enabled="true" />
<feature action="group_assignment" enabled="true" />
<state id="scheduled" title="scheduled" />
<state id="scheduled" title="scheduled" />
<state id="scheduled" title="scheduled" />
<state id="working_draft" title="working_draft" />
<state id="adjourned" title="adjourned" />
<state id="adjourned" title="adjourned" />
<state id="clarification_required" title="clarification_required" />
<state id="completed" title="completed" />
<state id="rejected" title="rejected" />
<state id="elapsed" title="elapsed" />
<state id="dropped" title="dropped" />
<state id="withdrawn" title="withdrawn" />
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<state id="withdrawn" title="withdrawn" />
<state id="adopted_amendments" title="adopted_amendments" />
<state id="received" title="received" />
<state id="withdrawn_internal" title="withdrawn_internal" />
<state id="inadmissible" title="inadmissible" />
<state id="submitted_signatories" title="submitted_signatories" />
<state id="submitted" title="submitted" />
<state id="adopted" title="adopted" />
<state id="deferred" title="deferred" />
<state id="deferred" title="deferred" />
<state id="admissible" title="admissible" />
<state id="admissible" title="admissible" />
<state id="admissible" title="admissible" />
<state id="draft" title="draft" />
<state id="withdrawn_signatory" title="withdrawn_signatory" />
<state id="redraft" title="redraft" />
<state id="incomplete" title="incomplete" />
<transition condition="" destination="submitted" roles="roles"
source="submitted_signatories" title="Submit" />
<transition condition="" destination="inadmissible" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="completed" title="Disapprove" />
<transition condition="" destination="rejected" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="scheduled" title="Reject a scheduled motion" />
<transition condition="" destination="submitted" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="redraft" title="Submit" />
<transition condition="" destination="withdrawn_internal" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="received" title="Withdraw" />
<transition condition="" destination="adopted_amendments" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="scheduled" title="Adopt with amendments" />
<transition condition="" destination="withdrawn_signatory"
roles="clerk_Assembly" source="submitted_signatories" title="Drop" />
<transition condition="" destination="submitted" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="draft" title="Submit" />
<transition condition="" destination="admissible" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="completed" title="Approve" />
<transition condition="" destination="adopted" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="scheduled" title="Adopt" />
<transition condition="" destination="redraft" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="clarification_required" title="Redraft (Automatic)" />
<transition condition="" destination="deferred" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="admissible" title="Defer" />
<transition condition="" destination="elapsed" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="deferred" title="Elapse" />
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<transition condition="" destination="incomplete" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="completed" title="Require Recomplete to Approve" />
<transition condition="" destination="withdrawn_signatory"
roles="clerk_Assembly" source="redraft" title="Drop" />
<transition condition="" destination="withdrawn" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="admissible" title="Withdraw" />
<transition condition="" destination="withdrawn_internal" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="submitted" title="Withdraw" />
<transition condition="" destination="submitted_signatories"
roles="clerk_Assembly" source="draft" title="Submit to Signatories" />
<transition condition="" destination="adjourned" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="scheduled" title="Adjourn debate" />
<transition condition="" destination="completed" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="received" title="Complete" />
<transition condition="" destination="submitted_signatories"
roles="clerk_Assembly" source="redraft" title="Submit to Signatories" />
<transition condition="" destination="clarification_required"
roles="clerk_Assembly" source="incomplete" title="Require Clarification to
Receive" />
<transition condition="" destination="dropped" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="scheduled" title="Drop" />
<transition condition="" destination="withdrawn_internal" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="clarification_required" title="Withdraw" />
<transition condition="" destination="withdrawn" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="deferred" title="Withdraw" />
<transition condition="" destination="withdrawn_internal" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="completed" title="Withdraw" />
<transition condition="" destination="redraft" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="submitted_signatories" title="Redraft" />
<transition condition="" destination="received" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="submitted" title="Receive" />
<transition condition="" destination="completed" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="incomplete" title="Recomplete" />
<transition condition="" destination="clarification_required"
roles="clerk_Assembly" source="received" title="Require Clarification to
Receive" />
<transition condition="" destination="submitted" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="working_draft" title="Submit" />
<transition condition="" destination="submitted" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="clarification_required" title="Resubmit" />
<transition condition="" destination="withdrawn" roles="clerk_Assembly"
source="scheduled" title="Withdraw" />
<transition condition="" destination="withdrawn" roles="clerk_Assembly"
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source="adjourned" title="Withdraw" />
</workflow>
A.2 Workflow Representation of a Worflow Created on Editor
Figure A.1, represents a workflow created using the previous XML code.
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